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2017 ANNUAL REPORT

You are cordially invited to the
FOLLEN CHURCH 2017 ANNUAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MAY 24, 2017 AT 7:30 p.m.
in the Community Center, Follen Church
All members and friends of Follen are welcome at and urged to attend
the Annual Meeting; however, only members of the Society may vote.

PLEASE BRING A COPY OF THE ANNUAL REPORT
WITH YOU TO THE MEETING

WARRANT

FOR THE 2017 ANNUAL MEETING
OF FOLLEN CHURCH

To the members of Follen Church:
You are requested to assemble in the Community Center of the Follen Church,
755 Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington, MA,
at 7:30 p.m., on Wednesday, May 24, 2017
ARTICLE I To receive and act on the report of the Parish Minister.
ARTICLE II

To receive and act on the reports of the Officers, Staff, Trustees, Auditor and Action

Teams.

ARTICLE III To act on the report of the Nominating Committee and to elect the required
Program Council members, Parish Board members, Nominating Committee members, Trustees
and Auditor for the coming fiscal year beginning July 1, 2017.

ARTICLE IV

To receive and act on the Annual Plan and Budget.

ARTICLE VI

To appoint delegates to vote on Follen Church’s behalf at the UU General Assembly
in New Orleans, Louisiana, on June 21-25, 2017.

ARTICLE VII To receive and act upon the congregational resolution, “Advancing Follen Church
as an Anti-Racist Congregation.”

ARTICLE VIII

To transact any other business that may properly come before the Society.
By the Program Council Secretary, Harriet Peterson

Note 1: Qualifications to vote: According to the By-laws, a member may vote if he or she has
been a member for at least 30 days before the meeting. For this Annual Meeting, that would mean
by April 24, 2017.
Note 2: How to vote by proxy: The By-laws state that any voting member whose attendance at
any meeting is inhibited may deposit a written proxy authorizing one or more members to vote
on any or all warrant articles with the Secretary or Program Council President prior to the
meeting. A proxy form is available here: http://follen.org/going-miss-annual-meeting-useproxy-vote-behalf/.
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Follen Church
Membership Information
(May 1, 2016 – April 30, 2017)
New Adult and Youth Members
Morra Aarons-Mele
Nick Afshartous
Russell Barnaby
Cynthia Becker
Harold Becker
Amanda Bergeron
Dennis Bromley
John Falkowski
Joanne Fraser
Ben Feingold Thoryn
Jody Gray-Linden
Anna Gostylo
David Hummon
James Intriligator
Susanne Intriligator
Michael Linden
Nicco Mele
Greg Mercer
Jennifer Mercer
Andrea Paquette
Louisa Pepper
Alice Pierson
Richard Pierson
Betty J Ruth
Craig Sandler
Martha Sandler
Dave Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Gary Smith
Phyllis Smith
Kerri Spilker
Ryan Spilker
Chris Vander Rhodes
Greg Vander Rhodes
Mimi Wan

January 22, 2017
April 30, 2017
November 6, 2016
November 6, 2016
May 22, 2016
November 6, 2016
May 22, 2016
November 6, 2016
April 30, 2017
May 22, 2016
May 22, 2016
April 30,2017
May 22, 2016
November 6, 2016
January 19, 2017
May 22, 2016
January 22, 2017
November 6, 2016
November 6, 2016
April 30, 2017
November 6, 2016
May 22, 2016
May 22, 2016
May 22, 2016
April 30, 2017
April 30, 2017
May 19, 2016
May 22, 2016
May 22, 2016
May 19, 2016
November 6, 2016
November 6, 2016
April 30, 2017
April 30, 2017
May 22, 2016

Child Dedications

May 7, 2017

Calla Eleanor Filstrup, Beatrix Lucy Filstrup, Riley Hu Griffith, Bennet Jeffrey Robinson, Adela Thompson,
Sierra Thompson, Sierra Vandiver
Deaths of Follen Members and Former Members
Larry Cohen, Douglas Holmes, Liz Parsons, Milton Parsons, Sam Powers, Marion Shepp
Active Members
As of May 10, 2017 there were 344 active members.
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Follen Church

Vision
We are a welcoming Unitarian Universalist congregation.
Nourished by our community, we grow spiritually and embrace the world.

Mission
Reach out and welcome all , experiencing difference as opportunity;
Pursue our spiritual paths independently and in fellowship , sharing our quest
for understanding, wonder, and meaning;
Commit ourselves to justice, service, and increased harmony with nature through
thoughtful, compassionate, and courageous action;
Give generously of our time, talents and resources at Follen and beyond ,
energized by our contributions and grateful for those of others.
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for many possibilities and I look forward to seeing
the direction his leadership will take.

MINISTER AND STAFF REPORTS
MINISTER
Rev. Claire Feingold Thoryn

I have been thrilled to see the work of Rev.
Susanne Intriligator really taking off, as her first
year anniversary with us was reached in January.
The role of Director of Community Engagement
was a new one, and it has taken time for our
congregational system to understand what it
means. Susanne has tirelessly worked to support
justice
teams,
membership
work,
communications
strategy,
database
management, effective meetings, cohesive
messaging, worship excellence…the list goes on.
I ask for your help in not over-working Susanne,
and giving her the space and authority she needs
to truly excel. Susanne’s role is truly the “backend” of ministry—the community organizing that
helps make this church run. I deeply rely on her
talent and wisdom and I am incredibly glad we
have her.

Dear members and friends of Follen Church,
This year I celebrated my fourth year serving
Follen and the 10th anniversary of my ordination.
Last Annual Meeting, I thought the main transition
this church year would be the loss of Thomas and
Holly Stumpf and the gaining of new Music
Director, Tyler Turner. However, in June 2016 I
received Debra Zagaeski’s notice that she was
moving on. Collaborating with the very fastworking and hard-working Human Resources
team and RE Action Team leadership, we were
able to put out a job description for an interim
Director of Religious Education. Given the timeframe, we were very lucky to recruit Deb Weiner,
an experienced UU and interim DRE who lives in
our very town. Our Religious Education Action
Team swung into action, working closely with Deb
to manage change. I have been deeply
impressed by Deb’s ability to find volunteers and
plan large-scale events while also attending to
the overall big picture of our RE vision and
strategy. In a program with about 150 children
registered, this unexpected transition was no
small thing, and I am very grateful to Deb and to
all RE teachers, volunteers, and leaders who got
us through this year.

Working with our Administrator Sarah Garner is
always a pleasure; she does a challenging job
and makes it look easy. I can always count on
Sarah to find the answer to an institutional
question. As the Capital Campaign swings into
higher gear Sarah will have even more financial
management to cover, and I am grateful for her
steady, organized, thoughtful, and always
trustworthy presence.
I continue to deeply appreciate our positive and
hardworking sexton, Jimmy McFeeley. Jimmy is
proactive, helpful, and friendly to everyone, while
also keeping our facilities clean and safe. He is a
gem!

Given the new staffing in RE, it was perhaps for the
best that our planned ministerial intern, Casper ter
Kuile, had a sudden change of heart, faith and
plans, quitting his internship only one week into his
time here. This was a surprise and a welcome
opportunity to redirect the funds that would have
gone towards the internship towards RE, to bring
the DRE role back to full time. I know that Follen
loves being a teaching congregation, and
moreover, is very good at it; I know we will commit
to having an intern again when our staff team has
reached greater stability.

I feel very lucky in the staff team we built this
year—it was not the team I had expected at the
end of the last church year, and yet, we all found
that we worked together very well, each with our
own talents, skills, and responsibilities. It has been
a blessing to share this ministry with such fabulous
staff.
Our Safety Team, comprised of the President,
Vice President, DRE, co-chair of Lay Ministry, and
myself, dealt with a number of situations large
and small this year, which took a lot of my time,
energy, and pastoral care. One situation led to
the creation of the Sexually Safer Task Force,
working to bring Follen towards the best practices

The transition to the new leadership of Music
Director Tyler Turner was filled with promise,
energy, and, as one might expect when bringing
in someone new after 21 years, some challenges.
I have enjoyed collaborating with Tyler on worship
and music planning and hearing his dynamic and
innovative ideas. We have laid the groundwork
6

outline by the Religious Institute. Deb’s report has
more details.

will try out some of the supplemental approaches
and new techniques we discussed in depth this
year.

The long-term visioning work of the Capital
Campaign also took much time and energy this
year, for good reason. The feasibility study
repeated again what previous surveys have
shown: this congregation is excited about growth,
wants to be open and welcoming, wants space
that truly honors the dignity and worth of all
people and our earth while also being beautiful
and climate controlled. And, we are ready to
plan for a future that embraces this vision. The
Capital Campaign Committee is so dedicated to
Follen’s future they sometimes have three or four
meetings a week.

Since the last Annual Meeting, thanks to your
generosity, I have been able to give away
$10,047 from the Minister’s Discretionary Fund and
$7,000 from the co-mingled MDF sub-fund
specifically for helping children with Special
Needs. These funds have been used for sudden,
non-covered medical needs for children; rent,
food, and utilities; educational opportunities; and
with
thoughtful
discretion,
towards
our
denominational UUA Presidential
election
process, in the hopes that our mothership UUA
can thrive, rather than merely survive (or worse).
As of this writing, there is currently $7,095.06 in the
overall MDF account. If you are experiencing
hardship and a gift from the MDF would assist you,
please do not hesitate to be in touch.

The congregational work that stands out as I
reflect back on this year has been the work of the
Follen Responds to Racism team, supported
heavily by Susanne. They have shown devotion,
humility, and courage as they created the antiracism resolution before us at our Annual
Meeting. They offered many opportunities this
year for people to learn more about racism and
white supremacy in America, and how our
congregation can become dedicated to the
work of anti-racism—in ways internal and
external. It was thrilling to be able to preach often
on the topic of racism’s infernal workings in
America, and to know that the congregation was
deeply engaging in this work along with me.

Last summer we piloted summer services thanks
to gifts from a small group of donors. They were
an incredible success with double the hoped-for
attendance. As we head into another summer
we will again have summer services, this time paid
for out of our church budget, making us truly a
“year-round church.” Congratulations on this
milestone!
Follen, this has been an exhilarating and
exhausting year. I have seen this congregation do
amazing things, and I have probably worked
more hours than I ever have in my life. Throughout
it all, I have been buoyed up by your active and
supportive lay leadership, your caring and
compassion, your energy and dedication to this
special place. Thank you for all you do. I love you.

The synergy of these two elements—anti-racism
justice work and capital campaign—show me
that Follen is able to do multiple “big things” at
the same time. In some congregations a capital
campaign would take all the energy, and a
congregation would turn inwards for years. At
Follen, I see the congregation able to to look
inwards and outwards at the same time. It makes
me proud.

Submitted respectfully,
Rev. Claire Feingold Thoryn

DIRECTOR
OF
ENGAGEMENT
Rev. Susanne Intriligator

The Worship and Music Action Team and the Lay
Ministers have had invigorating ongoing
conversations this year about how to increase the
positive impact of “the prayers of the people” or
as they are known here at Follen, “Joys, Sorrows
and Concerns.” WMAT and the Lay Ministers had
several joint and separate meetings on this topic.
WMAT, the Lay Ministers, and I all agree that many
factors suggest the time has come to experiment
with new ways of approaching this liturgical
element. Next year WMAT and the lay ministers

COMMUNITY

It has been my joy and privilege to spend another
year working among you, learning and growing
in faithful companionship.
In my role as your Director of Community
Engagement, I conduct and oversee all the
communications
and
membership-related
church functions, doing all I can to build and
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nurture connections among us and between us
and our larger community. In addition, as an
ordained UU minister, I offer leadership resources
and I participate in worship. I see my work at
Follen as a ministry, and I bring a minister’s skill and
presence to all I do here.

▪
▪
▪

▪
My work involves many different pieces:
communications, membership, working with
committees, worship-leading and participation,
program leadership.

▪
▪

Communications
Communication is the life flow of our work
together. It’s my job to develop and implement
our communications channels and to build
Follen’s public image online and in the
community. My responsibilities include
❖ Updating and improving the Follen.org
website
❖ Producing the weekly email Follen for You
newsletter
❖ Producing and sharing video: worship
services, member testimonials, Action
Team appeals, budget explanations, and
other video projects
❖ Producing brochures, invitations, reports
for church groups
❖ Nurturing our lively Facebook community
❖ Experimenting with new channels and
methods to help us communicate more
effectively (for example, live-streaming
worship via Facebook)

Contact and develop relationships with
newcomers
Supervise the Follen Hosts team
Develop a new approach to nametags
(moving to a display in the vestibule in the
next few months)
Organize and lead the New UU classes for
newcomers
Organize this year’s two New Member
Sundays
Keep in touch with visitors and new
members, helping them to integrate

My teammates on this hardworking, kind-hearted
committee: Cynthia Becker, Kathy Blake, Steph
Chiha, Karen Edmonds, Kay Lamer, Laura Maltby,
Gerry Mimno, Marilu Nowlin.
Worship: Leading and Participation
Worship plays an essential role in developing the
relationship between the congregation, its
ministers and staff. Over this past church year, I
have:
• Preached twice-o Just days before the pivotal
election in November, I talked
about “crossing the divide”
o In March, I preached about
finding our belovedness, even in
the wilderness
• Helped to lead the New Member
Welcome in November
• Led the New Member Welcome and
Anniversary Celebration in April
• Led the Social Justice action during
Experi-Worship in March
• Lit the chalice 4 times
• Given the Pastoral Prayer 4 times
• Conducted
the
Welcome
and
Announcements 8 times
In addition, this coming summer I’ll serve as
Follen’s “summer minister,” providing pastoral
support and preaching four Sundays in a row: July
30 and August 6, 13, and 20.

For advice in this work, I have been pleased to
work with the Communications committee: John
Griffith, Kathy Blake, Tempe Goodhue, Jim Fesler,
and Mark Metzger. Next year, the committee will
evolve into the Communications Advisory Group,
which will meet less often. Share feedback at
communications@follen.org.
If
you
have
messages to share with the congregation – or
feedback,
suggestions,
or
ideas
on
communications – contact Susanne via
DCE@follen.org.

Adult Programs
Last year, Follen’s leadership decided to become
more intentional about planning and developing
our faith development programs for adults, and
I’ve been involved in that effort from its start. The
Adult Programs Task Force (APTF) formed to
explore and evolve:
▪ An overall vision and mission for adult
programs

Membership/Connections
I bear primary responsibility for our Sunday
morning welcome to visitors and our system for
integrating newcomers. With fantastic support
from the Connections committee, I have helped
to:
▪ Provide a warm welcome on Sunday
mornings
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Policy and procedure to support Action
Teams in their offerings
▪ Suggestions
around
structure
and
governance:
o Where should this area “sit”?
o How should it report to Program
Council?
o What is the role of staff?
▪ New offerings, including congregationwide formats
While the APTF continues to work on the first three
“sticky” areas above, we found great energy
around the last – and last fall, we set to work
creating a new monthly all-congregation
program.
Inspired by a successful format at the UU church
in Sterling, APTF developed Food for Thought, a
new monthly program with 4 key features:
• A communal meal, open to all ages – with
no RSVP
• Followed by a 60- to 90-minute program,
on a variety of topics
• Usually including small-group interactions
• Free childcare, included
It worked! Starting in January, our FFT has
consistently drawn 50 - 60 Follenites and engaged
us deeply in challenging topics, including:
theology and spiritual practice, white privilege,
anti-racism advocacy, climate change, and
music ministry. It’s deepened our engagement
with important issues -- and with one another -and strengthened us as a community. I’m thrilled,
and I look forward to planning and executing 10
more next year!

Another high highlight of the year was our April
trip to visit our Partner Church in Transylvania. It
was my first time there, and I found the place
utterly delightful and deeply engaging. Not only
did we visit charming medieval cities (as yet
undiscovered by tourist throngs), we spent quality
time in the village, in the homes of regular people,
witnessing how they live, work, and worship in a
very different culture and nation. Via daily reports
on my Transylvania Travel Blog on follen.org, I did
my utmost to bring Follen along on the journey; I
hope I’ve broadened our engagement with our
partner folk.

▪

RiseUp! Follen Resistance Circle
After the election in November, so many
Follenites asked “What can we do?” Along with
our individual acts of resistance – and our
participation in huge marches in January -- in
February I helped Follenites to gather for mutual
support and encouragement to action. That
group became RiseUp, which met both in person
every other Wednesday and online, in a
Facebook group. At the Experi-Worship service in
March, we organized an all-congregation
postcard-writing campaign on 3 issues, plus a
card-making area for kids to send support to a
young immigrant threatened with deportation. In
addition, on Sundays throughout March and
April, we hosted a postcard-writing station in
Coffee Hour, where Follenites could send
Congress messages on issues of concern. All told,
RiseUp generated about 300 actions.
Administration
In order to develop my work in community
engagement, Follen voted in the fall to provide
funds to hire an administrative assistant to support
me five hours a week. In February, we hired Laura
Vanderhart, an experienced administrator and
qualified teacher re-entering the workforce. After
training in March, Laura has taken over
production of the weekly Order of Service. Next
year, she’ll take on updating the website, and her
weekly hours will expand to 14, half of which will
go to the Religious Education program.
Welcome, Laura!

Supporting Follen Boards, Action Teams,
Committees and Leaders
In addition to Communications, Connections,
and Adult Programs, I also work directly and
consistently with other Follen boards, Action
Teams, and committees, including Program
Council, Parish Board, Nominating Committee,
Stewardship,
Capital
Campaign
Communications, Social Events, and Social
Justice Action Team (and within in it, Follen
Responds to Racism). On a daily, as-needed
basis, I offer Follen leaders and groups support,
counsel, ideas, and an all-congregational
perspective. Especially over this last year, working
with Follen Responds to Racism has been a joy, a
welcome challenge, a deep privilege. I’m so
proud of what we’ve accomplished together!

Gratitude
Thank you, Universe, for the opportunity to serve
among such kind, compassionate, and capable
lay leaders and staff. Sarah Garner daily offers
helpful support, wise counsel, and quiet
camaraderie. Jimmy McFeeley does his job like

Partner Church Visit
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clockwork, provides helpful suggestions, and
makes me laugh. Tyler Turner’s gifts inspire me
every Sunday, and he’s easy and fun to work with.
Deb Weiner shares both a wealth of valuable
experience and genuine collegial support. Claire
Feingold Thoryn is an excellent supervisor:
supportive and caring, with challenging advice
and sage guidance for the road ahead. Together
our staff works smoothly and with joy; the
possibilities seem endless.

forward to presenting this operetta on June 9 and
10 this year. Although too numerous to list here,
many thanks to all of the families who have
provided volunteer support for choir and
operetta. It is no exaggeration that these
programs could not exist without substantive lay
leadership.
Challenges included navigating the change from
two directors to one. This necessitated a slight
time change for the Junior Choir who met at 4 PM
this year. There were also many cultural
expectations to navigate which––with the help of
parents and older students––eased over time.
Regular attendance at both rehearsal and
performance were problematic for some families,
an issue I hope to creatively address for next
year’s ensembles.

I am blessed and grateful (and awed and
humbled) to work with you and for you. I feel a
great positive energy and spirit among us, along
with a sense of forward momentum toward a
shared mission and purpose, now unfolding. More
than ever, the world needs all the love and gifts
and inspiration we can share. Together, let Follen
answer the call!

Adult Music (Senior Choir and No Name Choir)
The Senior Choir has been an absolute pleasure
to work with. We typically serve 15-20 musicians
during our Tuesday evening rehearsals (7:30-9:00
PM) with similar numbers singing during most
Sundays of the church year. We prepared two
Music Sundays. In the Fall, we sang Haydn’s Little
Organ Mass with a small chamber orchestra. In
the Spring, we collaborated with First Parish
Arlington for two performances of Chichester
Psalms with piano, harp, and percussion. We were
joined by four fabulous section leaders: Epp
Sonin, Laura Frye, Jamie Leutz, and Arthur Chen.
Arthur will be leaving us at the end of this year to
pursue his Masters of Education at the University
of British Columbia in Vancouver. Our fantastic
collaborative pianist, Shaylor Lindsay, is a vital
part of our music staff, constantly providing
support and artistry for musical life here at Follen.

Respectfully submitted,
Rev. Susanne Intriligator

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tyler Turner
Follenites:
It has been such a pleasure working inside this
community this year. I see music as a critical
piece of our collective tradition as a church and
one of the major opportunities for our continued
growth. In this report, I hope to recount the
activities of the music program, briefly address
challenges, and detail some of the changes I
have implemented this year.
Youth Music (Junior and Youth Choirs)
This year, we had approximately 15 active
members of the Junior Choir (grades 2-5) and 45
active members of the Youth Choir (grades 6-12).
We rehearsed on Monday evenings from 4-6 PM.
We explored both music traditional to Follen and
new music that speaks to our faith as Unitarian
Universalists. We sang nine times during services,
all of which were double services to comfortably
accommodate the 200-250 congregants that
typically attend when our children and youth
sing. In collaboration with our Interim Religious
Education Director, we staged a new pageant
production in December that married a Unitarian
Universalist play with traditional choral music.
Throughout May and June, we are working on
Gilbert and Sullivan’s Ruddygore as a
collaboration between both choirs. We look

Two changes that the Senior Choir experienced
this year included fewer Sundays in robes and a
more diverse offering of musical selections. While
some major holidays were observed in robes, the
majority of choir members felt that robes served
to “other” the singers and––in some ways––
discouraged other Follenites from participating in
Senior Choir. To blend music with our monthly
worship themes, I worked hard to find music that
was an ideal match for each Sunday’s focus.
While we still prepared many traditional, classical
pieces of choral music, I am happy that Senior
Choir took on the challenge of learning new
repertoire (much of which was composed for or
by Unitarian Universalists!).
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our singing, and explored new ways of singing
together in community. While traditional hymn
singing remains an important anchor for our
worship, let us recognize that more contemporary
styles of worship appeal to many. Rather than
insulate ourselves with only what we know, let us
be open to exploration. You may find that
something new––or something old done in a new
way––renews the fire for worship within your soul.
We must also look outside our walls to consider
how worship manifests in other communities––
specifically, growing communities. When visitors
walk through our doors, what message does our
worship send to them? By challenging ourselves
to be more diverse than stagnant, we open
pathways for a multiplicity of perspectives to join
our community.

This year, I advocated strongly in several meetings
to see pay increases for our music staff. Although
the final numbers did not land where I hoped, I
am happy to say that our section leaders and
pianist will receive a raise (beyond cost of living)
for
the
next
church
year
[pending
congregational approval at Annual Meeting]. I
will continue to advocate for salary increases for
our music staff as the years go on; for, we must
envision what our music program can be rather
than simply fund what our program has been.
Perhaps the most substantive budget shift
concerns our music library. Currently, our music
library is in violation of a myriad of copyright laws.
It is important that Follen Church purchase all
copyrighted music rather than purchase a single
score and make photocopies.

In this vein, I want to encourage members to use
the resources already established by Follen for
worship feedback. We have a fantastic Worship
and Music Action Team. The members are always
willing to hear feedback on worship, and our
meetings consistently address how worship can
be more spiritually meaningful for our
membership. I am also eager to hear your
feedback one-on-one or to simply engage in a
conversation about music and worship. Starting
next year, I will have office hours where anyone
can stop by to give feedback, discuss worship,
explore concepts of music and spirituality, or
even make some music together.

It has been a pleasure to work with No Name
Choir –– Follen’s no-fault choir, open to anyone of
any musical ability. We sang several times this
year, each time using music that was easy to
learn in one or two rehearsals. One of many fond
memories was having No Name folks sing carols
during coffee hour around Christmas. I believe
this program is critical for any church community,
and I am excited to continue this work next year.
Many thanks to Karen Gray Carruthers who helps
make this program a success at Follen.
Worship
It is my goal to work with Reverend Claire to
create deeply spiritual worship services that flow
comfortably and directly address our monthly
theme. I have enjoyed playing our historic Hook
organ to accompany hymns and provide special
music each week. Choosing hymns––including a
monthly Centering Hymn––is one of my favorite
collaborative exercises with Claire. I also enjoy
providing music notes each week, giving the
congregation an insight into why I choose the
music I do each week for our choirs. I sincerely
hope you have found a home for your spiritual
practice here at Follen, and I am committed to
making music an integral part of that journey for
our congregants.

Important to worship is our 1868 Hook Organ. It is
an ideal vehicle for leading our typically large
gatherings of congregants in song. We must
remember that the organ is delicate and requires
regular maintenance. I will be exploring ways to
better use our dedicated music and organ funds,
as well as reinvigorate an effort to stage concerts
featuring the organ.
Where the Future Leads
I spent a good amount of time this year learning
about Follen, implementing programs, and
reacting to feedback. Once I felt a strong grasp
of this community, I began to vision for the 5-10
year future of our music program both as a
roadmap for my time at Follen and to support
several budgetary requests. I have a full report
available upon request. Included below is the
introductory paragraph, providing a summary of
my vision for Follen’s music program in the coming
years.

That being said, I must encourage us all to remain
open to different paths towards spirituality. I
believe it is deeply important for us to explore the
vast repertoire of hymns written for and by UUs. As
you have likely noticed, I have challenged us with
unfamiliar hymns, oftentimes added percussion to
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Glendalys Gandhi, Ginna Johnson, Janet Lane,
Jack Lloyd, Sally Richter, and Leslie Stebbins – all
under Lisa and Maureen’s leadership.

The future of our music programming is one that is
both in-reach and out-reach. In-reach programs
will include deeper lifespan music programming,
strong choral ensembles that inspire through the
highest levels of artistry, and a worship team that
is dedicated to the design and implementation of
weekly worship. I vision the music program to be
of the absolute highest quality to both attract
new members and to keep current members
spiritually sustained and artistically inspired.
Outreach programs should include a more
structured youth music program marketable to
non-Follenites, a professional level concert series,
and church-supported performing arts rentals.
The goal of this outreach is twofold: to cultivate
membership and to raise money.

I also want to extend gratitude to my colleagues
at Follen. Music Director Tyler Turner – the other
‘newbie’ this year – and I have shared our
experiences with transitions in the church and
explored the ways in which music and religious
education can work more closely together.
Director
of
Congregational
Engagement
Susanne Skubik Intriligator, now in her second
year at Follen, has been a patient advisor and
colleague and we have initiated work together in
helping to build a more dynamic, inclusive and
faith development-connected set of adult
program opportunities…an initial effort which we
hope to expand on.

All in all, this has been a fascinating and
enjoyable year of teaching, conducting, playing,
and worshiping. I look forward to many more
years as your Director of Music working in concert
with our staff, ministerial team, and lay leadership
to provide the highest quality community church
experience for you, your family, your children,
and your friends.

Sarah Garner has provided wise counsel at every
turn. Her knowledge of the history, members,
systems and finances of the church are valuable
every day, and we all are in her debt for her
knowledge and wisdom. Jimmy McFeely has
been the most willing and helpful of colleagues
as he has cheerfully managed the intricacies of
space management and maintenance of this
physical plant that presents its own set of unique
challenges. Lori Moresco has been a supportive
and savvy historian and advisor as she shared her
view of the religious education community
through the lens of her work, for many years, as
Sunday RE Aide.

Respectfully submitted,
Tyler Turner

INTERIM
DIRECTOR
EDUCATION
Deb Weiner

OF

RELIGIOUS

And Rev. Claire Feingold Thoryn has been the
most valued of colleagues and supervisors: able
to provide history, background, sensitive thinking;
she offers willing consultation and lends a listening
ear to questions and ideas, on ways to advance
goals that will enrich the religious growth and
learning of the Follen community. To all of them,
I extend my gratitude.

We are approaching the end of a year of
significant transition in the staffing and focus for
religious education at Follen Church. In late
summer, Director of Religious Education Debra
Zagaeski resigned. I began work at Follen on
August 8, 2016, and quickly realized that there
would be a significant curve of learning,
documentation, planning and implementation
needed to carry this year forward.

The work of interim religious education ministry
has five elements:
- to help a congregation come to terms
with its history;
- to help evolve a unique religious
education program identity;
- to work with, and embrace leadership
changes during the interim period;
- to renew connection to Unitarian
Universalist
organizations
and
our
Association;

I want to extend my sincere and deep thanks to
the Co-Chairs of the Religious Education Action
Team (REAT), Lisa Levey and Maureen Markelz.
They have engaged in countless meetings,
information and problem-solving sessions, and
have led the REAT in this time of transition with
grace and dedication. The REAT has acquired
new members this year; Tuna Chatterjee, Sylvia
Fohlin, Erika Riddington, and Kerri Spilker join
continuing members Ann Bobo, Caryn Egan,
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-

to make a commitment to future program
vitality.

the year, has worked with a task force to focus on
improvements to the practices and policies of the
congregation which address our wish to be
recognized as a Sexually Safer Congregation by
the Unitarian Universalist Association and the
Religious
Institute
(which
works
with
congregations of many faiths on issues of sexual
and behavioral safety). I extend my deep
gratitude to the leadership of Follen and most
particularly, to the families and youth of this
church, for their enduring faith in our ongoing
efforts to make this congregation a safe one for
all. This work has called for a significant amount
of my time and energies during the year, however
we all recognize that there is nothing more
central than the safety of our children, youth and
families. My gratitude goes to Kim Sweeney, UUA
staff member who carries the religious education
and safety portfolio for the region, for her
steadfast counsel and support during these
months.

These elements closely mirror those of interim
ministers serving congregations in transition, and
are evolved over the (usually) two years that an
interim professional is in place in the
congregation.
While this interim work has proceeded at Follen,
there have been the ongoing realities of carrying
forward the religious education programming of
a larger mid-sized congregation that has been (I
discovered) under-staffed in RE at nearly every
juncture. Much of my work during my first two
and-a-half months involved focusing on bringing
volunteer staffing up to acceptable levels for
carrying programs forward. Other initial work
centered on adjusting curricula to ageappropriate levels wherever possible; re-focusing
the Coming of Age program into one that ran for
a full year and changed from the former model
of one-on-one mentors for the growing number of
youth in the church (a practice not
recommended, for youth and adult safety
reasons) to one where mentors work over about
eight months with one or two youth. My sincere
thanks go to all those associated with the Coming
of Age program as advisors and mentors, and to
the wonderful youth who have participated this
year and will present their Credos in two worship
services on May 21st.

In addition to growth in a program which serves
youth and teens, there has also been growth and
change in the programs serving infants through
8th graders. Our Nursery program has been
carried forward by Melissa Hawkins, who provides
a familiar face and welcome arms for our smallest
Follenites. She is assisted by a group of dedicated
and welcoming Follen youth and the population
in our nursery is on the rise.
We focused this year on changing the PreK-K
program to one that uses a UU curriculum for
young children, to provide grounding in what
Unitarian Universalism is, through stories and
lessons young children can understand. Jody
Gray-Linden, a lifelong UU with background in
early childhood education and special needs,
has been a wonderful ‘anchor’ teacher for this
class, which is supplemented by parent
volunteers and youth aides. We also initiated a
One Room Schoolhouse model of religious
education on select Sundays when in-class
attendance might dip, also coordinated and
taught by Jody (with parent assistance). These
classes, for ages 6-12, have been fun and
successful for children and youth and more of
them will be held this spring.

The Follen UU Youth program (FUUY) has grown
dramatically, with more than 65 youth registered
for the program.
The average attendance
ranged from 30 to 45, trending on the higher side.
The program, when I began work, had only one
volunteer advisor in addition to a new, paid
coordinator; we have built it and this year had a
fine cohort of leadership. My deep gratitude
extends from Youth Coordinator Brian Sewell, to
our advisors for this program: Howie Bernstein,
Jody Gray-Linden, Herman Marshall, and Liana
Raberg.
In December it became painfully apparent that
the congregation’s safety policies and practices,
particularly around youth overnights, were not
adequate and we were presented with the
challenge of working with, and acting on behalf
of, some Follen families who were impacted by
these matters. The Safe Congregations Team,
which has met as a group with regularity through

Children in grades 1-2 learned about the holidays
of different faith communities, and their beliefs
and practices, through “Special Times.” Children
in grades 3-4 focused on social action and
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peacemaking through their study of “In Our
Hands” and at the end of the year, the UUA
Tapestry of Faith curriculum, “Sing to the Power.”
Children in grades 5-6 explored another year of
Popcorn Theology and Popcorn Theology II, a
curriculum focusing on major issues of religion and
society. This curriculum will go on hiatus at the
end of this year. Children in grades 7-8 had
another year of “Neighboring Faiths,” the
landmark UUA curriculum that explores other
religions and their practices, and visited a number
of fascinating and important faith communities.
This curriculum will also go on hiatus next year and
following that, will be replaced by the new UUA
Tapestry of Faith successor to “Neighboring
Faiths” called “Building Bridges.” I am deeply
grateful to all the volunteer teachers who worked
this year to help support the religious education
program for grades PreK-8.

May with participation in the CityReach program
in Boston, which ministers to the city’s homeless
and mentally ill population.
There have been countless hours of work spent in
organizing files, creating documentation and
records for every program we carry forward, and
in between, looking to the future even while we
talk about what we have learned from the past.
This work will continue into the coming year and
will, I trust, support the congregation’s search for
a settled Director of Religious Education to join
the church in the late summer of 2018.
In the meantime, there is much to do and to plan
for. We live our Unitarian Universalist faith, no
matter our age; learning about how to bring the
principles of this religion to life for ourselves and
our community. I thank you for the opportunity to
provide leadership for the congregation as we
continue, together, on this journey of growth and
discovery.

Although we could not lend as much focus as we
wished to building a revitalized Middle School
Youth Group Program, Mimi Wan and Lex
Johnson have taken the reins and are
coordinating a couple of special activities to end
the church year which will, I hope, lead to a
robust youth group rebirth next fall.

Respectfully submitted,
Deborah Weiner

ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM
Sarah Garner and Jimmy McFeeley,
Church Administrator and Sexton

This spring, Coming of Age Advisor Gray Watson,
Youth Coordinator Brian Sewell and I, joined by
our Sunday RE Aide Lori Moresco and
carpenter/contractor Ben Soule (‘borrowed’
from First Parish in Lexington) led 25 enthusiastic
youth on a service learning trip to New Orleans.
This trip focused on studies of the realities of race
and class in the Gulf Coast, the unique
challenges of living in sub-tropical conditions, and
the legacy of slavery that is with us to this day.
Through the support of the congregation and the
Brown Fund, with additional aid from the Ministers
Discretionary Fund and special needs support
funds, we were able to provide seven youth with
financial aid that made their trip possible. While
the learning was deep, the work was good, and
there was fun as well: an outdoor jazz concert
and a visit to Café duMonde; lunch at the iconic
“Dat Dog,” an excursion to the Dirty Coast T-shirt
factory the youth have come to love, a
celebratory dinner at Superior Seafood in the
center of the city, and more. It was rich,
challenging, and provided grounding for the
youth as they explored the realities of life in a
changing and challenging United States. Some
of the members of FUUY will continue this work in

Another full, interesting year is almost over.
Highlights and memorable moments for Sarah:
spending East Village Fair day in the “EVF
Treasury” (aka my office) with my pals Chris,
Kathy, Nancy and Ruth; hearing Tyler play and
sing
Leonard
Cohen’s
“Hallelujah”
on
Wednesday, November 9th; seeing Nina Dodd’s
poetry show in the Anne Smith Room Gallery;
receiving an email from a longtime renter sharing
a link to her son’s performance in Carnegie Hall
with the Tokyo Philharmonic Symphony; being
invited to see the creative, charming safari
display in the French for Kids nursery school, the
culmination of their six-week animal unit; feeling
the energy in our staff meeting soar one Monday
when a colleague mentioned a new pet kitten
during check-in; and hearing the Follen steeple
clock strike 3:00 pm only moments after I had
wondered what time it was getting to be as my
husband and I worked in our East Lexington yard
one April Saturday. No need to keep a watch or
cell phone on you if you live in the Follen
neighborhood!
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Jimmy values his close association with the
Buildings & Grounds Action Team, in whom he has
always found a great support system. Chris
Walters has led the team for two years and has
been responsive when asked to approve
proposed expenses or discuss projects around the
building. A highlight for Jimmy was the spring work
day on April 8th, which had an outstanding
turnout. Paul Rubin, the incoming B&G team
leader, was here early with Chris to make sure all
the volunteers had what they needed, and
Jimmy had a great time at the end with Lil
Swanstrom -- always the last to leave work day! -as they made the Sanctuary shine. Jimmy’s
observation from the moment he arrived at Follen
in August 2012 still holds true: Follen members are
great to work with because they really care.

growth-related numbers for Anne Engelhart,
Parish Board Chair, and learning how to use our
new web-based church management software.
(Or beginning to learn it, to be more precise; I
have a long way to go.) Most of the numbers
data that I put together for Anne came from old
Annual Reports, and I found something familiarlooking as I read the following excerpt from the
2003 Annual Report (my first spring at Follen). The
Moderator at that time wrote: “. . . we continue
to strive to catch up with our own growth. The
numbers tell part of the story: we currently have
306 signed members, at least 100 more active
adult participants, and 260 children and youth
among our families . . . the increase in our
numbers have also brought greater diversity of
needs and interests among our members; this in
turn has added to the demands on all our staff
and systems, strained our physical space, spurred
ideas for new programs, and added new richness
and complexity to our community.” The numbers
are different today (more adult members now,
fewer children and youth), but the rest of that
passage could have been written this year.

Facilitating rentals is a significant and rewarding
part of our work. Jimmy continues to enjoy his
association with the Director of Lexington
Community Education, Craig Hall, who brings an
impressive variety of programs to Follen. A
favorite this year was the Indian Classical Music
Recital featuring Jawwad Noor (Sitar) & Amit
Kavthekar (Tabla). The Follen sanctuary is always
a popular location for piano, vocal, and violin or
cello recitals: seventeen are on the calendar this
year, along with six choral concerts. Our good
friends and close neighbors at the Waldorf School
had a beautiful and highly successful concert to
raise money for music scholarships in early March
– the 14th annual Robert W. Mendenhall Benefit
Concert. The Rising Star Quilters Guild held their
monthly meetings in the Community Center for
the eleventh year and also rented the room for
three daylong, hands-on workshops. Returning
renter Pelham Academy’s talent show livened up
an otherwise-quiet Wednesday afternoon in
October. Follen hosts two weekly AA groups
(Wednesday and Saturday evenings), and we
always appreciate their understanding when
asked to squeeze into the Marshman Center due
to church events in their usual meeting rooms.
Some longtime renters have had fewer
opportunities to use Follen space because of
increased church use. Hungarian School, for
example, asked for twenty Saturdays this year but
only eight were available to them.

In addition to growth, the other popular topic this
year has been change. In my endless attempt to
make room for the files generated in the course
of administrative work -- while continuing to keep
all of “my” stuff in my office -- I spent most of a
winter day relocating all the employment files,
and I was struck by the amount of personnel
change there has been during my time here. The
roster of adult staff members who have worked at
Follen since 2003 includes ten soloists, five
communications coordinators or part-time
administrators, five directors (or ministers) / interim
directors of religious education, five youth
programs coordinators, four ministers or interim
ministers, four religious education / Sunday
morning program assistants, three membership
coordinators, three assistants to the music
director, three ministerial interns, three nursery
supervisors, two directors of community
engagement, two music directors, two senior
choir accompanists, two sextons, one ministerial
assistant, and one junior choir director.
Jimmy and I are grateful to our close neighbors
and members of the extended Follen family
whose good humor and cooperative spirit make
our work lives both easier and more fun, the
French for Kids co-directors, Valerie Redfield and
Monique Heymann, and Paul Menz, the Waldorf

Interesting projects that took me out of my
routine, ongoing work included compiling data
and documents for Dan Hotchkiss, Capital
Campaign Consultant, putting together some
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School Facilities Manager. As always, Paul timed
his snow plowing to make sure the lots and
driveway were clear for Follen on Sunday
mornings. We also appreciate Liam Wurtz for his
excellent work as Sunday Sexton and Venice
Mountain-Zona, who has been learning the ropes
from Liam this year. And we have great esteem
and affection for all of our wonderful colleagues,
especially the “core” staff members we work with
most closely: Claire, Deb, Susanne and Tyler. Their
vision, high standards, and commitment to Follen
provide continuing inspiration to us as we strive to
keep things running smoothly behind the scenes.
We are honored to be on the same team with
them.

addition, in view of the urgency of the national
situation regarding treatment of undocumented
immigrants, in March the Board also signed a
pledge statement on the UUA web site: “As
people of faith and people of conscience, we
pledge
to
resist
the
newly
elected
administration’s policy proposals to target and
deport millions of undocumented immigrants and
discriminate against marginalized communities.
We will open up our congregations and
communities as sanctuary spaces for those
targeted by hate, and work alongside our friends,
families, and neighbors to ensure the dignity and
human rights of all people.” An ad hoc group
drawn largely from Board members began
working with the UUA congregational toolkit and
other resources to investigate what shape this
commitment might take and what resources we
will need to have in place.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah Garner and Jimmy McFeeley

LAY LEADERS

Change and growth were big topics in the
beginning of 2017. Hilary Allen from the UUA held
a workshop on navigating change in February,
which highlighted a number of recent
changes: new staff, congregational growth,
changes in FUUY and Coming of Age, starting a
capital campaign, increased electronic and
social media, summer services, etc. With the help
of statistics compiled by Sarah Garner, Parish
Board (with a number of interested others) held
two meetings in March and April on how to
describe and consider our response to issues
raised by change (and growth, a subset of
change). In general, there seems to be a
confluence of a number of strands: aspirational
challenges (the need to honor the past,
acknowledge the changes that growth and new
staff are bringing and will bring); logistical
challenges (where progress is currently impeded
because of lack of clarity around who can make
a decision, lack of feed-back mechanisms, etc.);
and how our tradition of active lay leadership
may mesh (or change) with a larger
congregation. As of this writing, the consensus
seems to be that we would benefit from a retreat
for leaders (and other interested parties) in the
late summer or early fall to consider our response
and map out next steps.

PARISH BOARD
Anne Engelhart, Chair
Maggie Pax, Vice-Chair
This was a year when we had a number of
opportunities to rely on the good work of our
predecessors
by
consulting
the
archives! Questions such as how are ordination
requests handled, or which person (or body) may
decide on the use of Follen’s name were readily
answered by policies adopted by past Parish
Boards (and our institutional memory maintained
electronically by the exceptional Sarah Garner).
Parish Board approved the request by Hillary
Collins-Gilpatrick, our former ministerial intern, to
have her ordination ceremony at Follen; this was
subsequently passed by an enthusiastic
congregational vote. In addition, at the request
of the Safe Congregation Group, the Board
appointed a task force to review and
recommend updates to the Follen Policy on
Safety with a view to implementing a number of
best practices detailed in the Sexually Safe Best
Practice Initiative developed by the Religious
Institute.
On February 2, the Coordinating Committee, in
consultation with Rev. Claire, decided that she
should sign the UUA Declaration of Conscience
on behalf of Follen (see https://www.uua.org
/loveresists/declaration-conscience). This was
announced in church the following Sunday. In

This year Parish Board decided to meet every
other month to help create some free evenings
both for the minister and Board members. Two
additional meetings were necessary, however, in
January and April, to vote on time-sensitive
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proposals as well as to have a substantive
discussion.

It is difficult to comment on the last twelve months
without acknowledging the events of the wider
world. The election of Donald J. Trump as
President of the United States and the seeming
fracture in the simple expectations many of us
have with respect to public affairs and
government has left feelings of vulnerability,
bereavement, anger, sadness, frustration and
hurt. While not all Follenites feel all of these
emotions, enough of us do to create a general
unease at times, even in our church lives.

One of the Board’s more pleasurable duties was
the formal approval of new members, younger
and older, who have come to find a spiritual
home in this remarkable community. And, as
always, the joy of working with our stellar minister
and staff sustains us all.
Respectfully submitted,
Anne Engelhart, Chair
Maggie Pax, Vice-Chair

We must continue to trust one another and our
Follen community. We must remember simple
acts of kindness, remain thankful for the good
things in our lives at church and at home,
acknowledge our fellows at Follen with
compassion and honor and respect their good
intentions. Having spent the last two years among
you in a leadership role, I feel we must continue
to work to note but also accept the differences
that exist between us on matters both trivial and
significant.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Alex Bromley, President

Program Council is the operationally focused
governing body at Follen. The voting members
are: Alex Bromley (President); Simon Horsburgh
(Vice-President and Nominated President); Betsy
Leutz (representing the Pastoral Care Action
Team); Lisa Levey (representing the Religious
Education Action Team); Beth Bernstein
(representing the Community and Hospitality
Action Team); Nancy Sofen (representing the
Financial and Human Resources Action Team);
Laura Maltby and Melissa-Howe Raberg (each
representing the Worship and Music Action
Team); Nancy Alloway (representing the Social
Justice Action Team); and, Christopher Walters
(from the Building and Grounds Action Team).
Non-Voting members include Harriet Petersen (as
Secretary) and John Lempesis (as Acting Chair of
Nominating Committee). Staff members include
the Rev. Claire-Feingold Thoryn (Minister), staff
members Sarah Garner (Church Administrator),
Susanne Intriligator (Director of Community
Engagement), Tyler Turner (Director of Music) and
Debra Weiner (Interim Director of Lifespan
Religious Education).

Growth and change are afoot at Follen, along
with everything those entail. I believe that we
cannot grow without change, nor can we
change without growth (whether it means
expansion or not). The world being in the state it is
could make us less tolerant to change at Follen or
less patient with one another. This could be true
with something as trivial as what makes it into a
newsletter, or as momentous as changes to how
we run worship services or whether we hang a
banner on our front lawn. We will want Follen to
remain a respite as much as it can be. We will
need to remember that with growth and change,
it may not always feel like one. We must maintain
our commitment.
Moreover, as part of growth and change, our
staffing needs and the personnel we seek to fill
those staff positions may have different
qualifications than we might be used to. We need
to listen to our staff and remember that as size
increases, so do the responsibilities and abilities of
the staff we have on hand to handle the day to
day affairs of the church.

Rather than repeat or summarize the action team
reports immediately following my report here, I
would simply refer you to them and ask that you
read them carefully. Many hours of thought and
work have been put into the action teams during
this last year, and I am grateful for the
contributions they have made to daily church life
this year. They deserve your attention and not a
summary from me. My report will focus on a few
broader operational matters at Follen.

This year we have had a number of changes and
transitions among our staff that deserve note
here. We welcomed a new Music Director, Tyler
Turner. Tyler’s good cheer and enthusiasm has
been a boon to us all, and we are happy to have
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had him for the year as he has enriched our
knowledge of our faith and our worship, and
worked so well with our Senior, Youth and Junior
Choirs. As of this writing, we are heading into the
meat of the operetta season, and I know that
Tyler will give our youth (as well as the audience)
a
fun
and
enriching
performance
of
”Ruddygore”.

remains accessible to congregants and staff in a
way that is admirable considering she is also
raising a young family. Working by her side this
year has been an unfettered joy for me. I cannot
overstate our good fortune to have her in our
community.
We plan on having summer services again in
2017. I invite you all to take advantage of this
opportunity to turn Follen into a 12 month stop for
all of your religious community needs.

After Deborah Zagaeski left us so suddenly this
summer, we were able to hire an Interim DRE, Deb
Weiner.
Her
professionalism,
experience,
expertise and attention to detail have improved
the systems we will have in place for the time
when we name a permanent DRE next year. Our
good fortune in finding someone like Deb, close
by and committed to our faith, cannot be
overstated. During a time of transition, her
knowledge and selflessness has been of critical
importance.

Financially, the church had its highest ever
pledge level this year. I think this speaks for itself. I
will only express gratitude to all who pledged and
thank the stewardship team (including Chair Chris
Farnham) for a job well done.
There are two major and extraordinary initiatives
undertaken at Follen this year worth noting here.
The first is that a Capital Campaign Exploratory
Committee was formed towards the end of last
year, which completed its work in December.
That group recommended the formation of a
Capital Campaign Committee, which began its
work in January, with a kick-off of the pledge
drive starting this month. We do not know what
the results will be of the campaign, but suffice it
to say that it should result in several changes to
Follen’s physical plant that will make the Octagon
more accessible to all, among other things. Brad
Howe has been the driving force and its ongoing
success are attributable to his commitment to the
Follen community and his tireless work.

We had also hired a ministerial intern after the
great experience we had welcoming Hilary
Collins-GIlpatrick as our intern in 2014, 2015 and
2016. Although that individual did not work out for
reasons beyond the control of Follen, my hope is
that the commitment of this congregation to seek
qualified individuals to serve as interns in the
future will stay in place.
This year has also allowed us to get to know better
our
dynamic
Director
of
Community
Engagement, Susanne Intriligator, hired in
January of 2016. With a year under her belt, she
has gotten to know us all better, understand our
Church policies
and governance
more
completely, and begun the long process of
assisting us on our ongoing journey of growth and
change as we reach out to the people who
surround us. This past year, she introduced Food
for Though, which has brought Follenites together
to break bread and hear about matters of
religious and social concern that matter to us all.
We are fortunate and grateful to have her in our
ranks, and I know she will be looking at ways to
bring us together in community next year.

The other initiative is the Follen Responds to
Racism group, which began to work in earnest on
a public statement by our congregation
regarding racial justice after the idea of placing
a “Black Lives Matter” banner in front of the
church was floated. This group, through a series of
meetings, listening sessions and conversation, has
prepared a draft resolution for your approval at
Annual Meeting, and which is enclosed in this
Annual Report. In it, our church makes resolutions
around a number of issues, including whether or
not to place a “Black Lives Matter” banner in front
of the Octagon. Please read the resolution
carefully. If you have an opinion on it, please
come to Annual Meeting to vote, or make
arrangements to vote by proxy. This matter is of
importance to us all in this time of Trump, growth
and change.

Rev. Feingold-Thoryn has had another stellar year
in the pulpit. Her sermons draw people in and
make them stay. Her monthly themes and spiritual
exercises continue to stir our faith and minds as
we consider the metaphysical and the world
around us. Her professionalism and commitment
to pastoral matters are unrivaled, and she
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Lastly, it is quite a thing to leave the reins of
President in the hands of an atheist, as you have
done this year with me. It speaks to the diversity of
opinion, flexibility and tolerance we have here at
our blessed Follen. It has been an honor unique in
my life. Your goodwill, support and generosity of
spirit are immeasurable and fill my coffers daily
with joy and life.

Program Council Candidates for Election:
President: Simon Horsburgh (1-year term)
Vice President: Maureen Mulhern (1-year term)
Secretary: Juli Jorgensen (1st year)
Action Team Representatives:
Building & Grounds: Paul Rubin (1st year)
Finance & Human Resources: Nancy Sofen (2nd
year)
Community & Hospitality: Steph Chiha (1st year)
Pastoral Care: Co-Chairs Melinda Burri (1st year)
and alternate Sandy Stone
Religious Education: Lisa Levy (2nd year) and
alternate Glendalys Gandhi
Social Justice: Tammy Mulligan (1st year)
Worship & Music: Gordon Hardy (1st year) and
alternate David Jacobson

Respectfully submitted,
Alex Bromley

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
John Lempesis, Chair
Nominating Committee (NomCom) identifies
candidates for governance positions for Church
Membership to vote on at Annual Meeting. In
collaboration with Program Council, Parish Board,
and the Coordinating Team, NomCom also
develops ongoing leadership training programs
and succession plans.

Parish Board Candidates for Election:
Chair: Stephen Ervin (2-year term)
Clerk: Amy Newmark (second successive 2-year
term)
Treasurer: Harvy Simkovits (1st year of second
successive 2-year term)
Auditor: Herman Marshall (2nd year)
Rep-at-Large: Kevin McCarthy (3-year term)
Trustee: Seth Webster (3-year term)

Before announcing the slate of candidates for
2017-2018, we wish to express gratitude to the
extraordinary people now fulfilling leadership and
other governance roles at Follen who will be
stepping down this June 30.
We deeply
appreciate your enthusiasm, generosity, and
wisdom:

Parish Board Members (continuing to serve)
Vice Chair: Maggie Pax (2nd of 2 years)
Representative-at-Large: Chris Seashore (2nd of 2
years)
Representative-at-Large: Nick Hart (2nd of 3
years)
Trustee: Pritesh Gandhi (3rd of 3 years).
Trustee: Carl Byers (2nd of 3 years)

Program Council
President: Alex Bromley
Action Team Representatives:
Buildings & Grounds: Chris Walters
Community and Hospitality: Beth Bernstein
Pastoral Care: Betsy Leutz
Social Justice: Nancy Alloway
Worship and Music: Melissa Howe and alternate
Laura Maltby

Nominating Committee Candidates for Election
Alex Bromley (1-year term)
Tom Blumenthal (1-year term)
Walter Leutz (3-year term)
Amy Yee (3-year term)

Parish Board
Chair: Anne Engelhart
Trustee: David Gabarino
Rep-At-Large: John Dacey
Nominating Committee
Chair: John Lempesis
Member: Sally Cassells

Nominating Committee members continuing to
serve
Paul Cotran (2nd of 2 years)
Aimee Fox, member (3rd of 3 years)
Melissa Howe, chair (3rd of 3 years)
Susanne Intriligator (ex officio member)

2017-2018 Church Year:
For election to serve during 2017-2018 Church
Year, we are delighted to announce these
candidates:

When recruiting candidates, NomCom seeks
church members that reflect the diversity of our
congregation. The committee encourages all
Follen members to inform NomCom of their
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interest to serve in specific Follen governance
positions.

measures, Mik Ojamaa has completed all of the
interior attic mitigation work. The first task was to
construct a new perimeter cat walk around the
octagon between the sanctuary ceiling and roof
structure to enhance access to the roof
eaves. The entire perimeter wall cavity was then
sealed at the top with insulation to prohibit warm
air flow from the spaces below into the attic
space above. The entire sanctuary ceiling was
then insulated with an added layer of baton
insulation. The next step is to ventilate the attic
space so that any residual warm/moist air does
not build up and “wick” outside moisture into the
attic structure. BGAT agreed to add a linear vent
along the perimeter of the octagon eaves to
allow cooler air to be drawn in, and settled on a
roof cap design by Mart Ojamaa at the apex of
the octagon to let warmer air out. This was after
reviewing a number of roof cap options including
a cupola and metal box vents. Mart and Paul
Rubin obtained approval from the Lexington
Historic Commission in April 2017 to proceed with
Mart’s roof cap design and the perimeter
vents. BGAT has also authorized Mik to expand his
attic insulation work into the vestibule area.

Each year, we are blessed to have many
capable members who are enthusiastically willing
to faithfully serve the church. We thank all of you
who have accepted the responsibility to give of
your time, passion and many talents to serve our
Follen community.
Gratefully,
Sally Cassells, Paul Cotran, Aimee Fox, Melissa
Howe, Susanne Intriligator and John Lempesis

ACTION TEAM REPORTS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Chris Walters
From the Spring of 2016 through the Spring of 2017
the role of the Buildings and Grounds Action Team
was focused primarily on maintenance and
upkeep and less on long term strategic planning
and improvement projects. This is because the
Follen Capital Campaign Committee was formed
last year and includes a number of BGAT
members. The Capital Campaign is looking at
long term “big picture” improvements to the
church, and so a number of BGAT projects that
had been in the planning, including expanded
storage, air conditioning, and accessibility
improvements have been put on hold until the
Capital Campaign runs its course and defines the
parameters of church enhancements including
those listed above.

Follen’s tenant, French for Kids, was contacted in
the Winter of 2016 by the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection and
asked for information about the quality of their
drinking water. This appeared to be a new
requirement by Mass. DEP for monitoring water
quality in schools and day care facilities. Follen
hired FLI Environmental to test all potable water
sources throughout the campus, as well as two
outdoor hose bibs. The exterior hose bibs were
tested at the request of the East Village Fair in
case they were ever to be used for drinking water
at the fair. All water sources passed the quality
inspection except one exterior hose bib at
Marshman Center. This hose bib showed slightly
higher levels of lead than are acceptable to
DEP. Because the exterior hose bibs are not used
for drinking water, and because BGAT questioned
the validity of the test at this location, BGAT
decided that no additional action was required
at this time, and BGAT will re-test this location in
the future if it is ever deemed needed for drinking
water. All test results were provided to French for
Kids and are on file at Follen.

In the Summer of 2016 BGAT oversaw the
repainting of the interior of the Community
Center by Tom Sawyer Painters. In support of that
repainting, Mart and Mik Ojamaa undertook a
number of small repair projects including repairs
to the tapestry wall and wood storage bench in
the Community Center, repairs to the rest room
walls, and repairs to the choir robes closet. Also
in the Summer of 2016 BGAT members ran
electrical power and lighting to the new sign in
front of the church.
An ongoing project has been the enhancement
of insulation and ventilation above the
sanctuary. In the wake of ice-dam damage that
the church sustained from the 2015 winter storms,
and in response to the report that BGAT obtained
from an outside consultant on mitigation

In the Fall of 2016 the Interiors Committee was
established (as a sub-committee to BGAT) to
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focus on interior decor.
report below.

Interiors Committee

Schauffler, Janet Smith, Kathy Spang, Jane
Spickett, Joe Turner, Karen Watson, and Henrietta
Yelle.

There were a number of ongoing BGAT tasks this
year including:
• Working closely with the Church Sexton on
the daily upkeep of the campus.
• BGAT monitored the progress of the Mass.
Ave. Roadway project throughout the
year and held multiple meetings with the
Assistant Town Engineer to ensure that
Follen’s concerns were addressed.
• BGAT conducted our annual Fall and
Spring Clean-Up Days.
• A number of BGAT members worked
throughout the Winter to balance the
heating system and fine tune the
thermostats.
• Replaced and maintained emergency
lighting and signage in compliance with
the Lexington Fire Department.
• Ongoing
kitchen
repairs
and
maintenance.

➢ Individual artists exhibiting this year have
➢
➢
➢
➢

been:
Nina Dodd - moving poetry, “Journeywork
- A Life of Poetry”
Edie Engel - uplifting photography,
“Blooms”
Melinda
Burri
and
Ken
Wright
- “Something From Nothing” exemplified
the spirit of art and craft making
Nancy Mimno - inspiring us with “New
Work - Prints and Ceramics”

We thank all of the artists for their contribution to
the vibrant life of our church.
The theme for the opening group show in the Fall
will be “Earth.”
Respectfully submitted,
Tempe Goodhue, Ann Schauffler, Jane Spickett

There are a number of design projects that BGAT
is still working on as of this writing including:
• BGAT is working with the Interiors
Committee and the DCE on a new name
tag board to be located in the vestibule.
• BGAT and the Usher Corps. are monitoring
the use of the coat rack in the vestibule to
determine if it may be repurposed as
enclosed storage. BGAT will follow-up
with the Usher Corps. In the Fall of 2017.
• BGAT is looking to add another sign near
Waldorf’s street sign to direct drivers to the
Community Center entrance, as well as a
parking lot sign across the street that will
double at an updated Christmas Tree Lot
sign.
• BGAT discussed the possible need to rekey the campus and to enhance secured
access to the buildings. This has been
deferred to the Capital Campaign scope.
• BGAT will remove the garbage disposal in
the Anne Smith Kitchen and replace with
a standard drain and a new faucet.

Interiors Committee

The vestibule and side entrance were spruced up
and made more inviting. To that end, potted
plants were also placed at the side entry and
indoors.
The bulletin boards for nametags (in the
downstairs corridor) were painted. Having
nametags there has not proved successful, so we
are working on a new plan for having them in the
vestibule.
Respectfully submitted,
Susanne Intriligator, Nancy Sofen, Jane Spickett,
Jimmy McFeeley

COMMUNITY AND HOSPITALITY
ACTION TEAM (CHAT)
CONNECTIONS COMMITTEE

Laura Maltby and Gerry Mimno, Co-Chairs

Anne Smith Gallery Committee

The Connections Committee works both to
welcome new members and to create
meaningful connections among all Follen’s
members and friends. The path to membership

The theme of the opening group show - “Fire” had fifteen participants, including three firsttimers. Thank you to: Tasha Balsom, Cristina
Burwell, Stephen Ervin, David Hummon, Rachel
Hyde, Kevin McCarthy, Nancy Mimno, Ann
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often takes several years, while the estrangement
and loss of an existing member can be invisible.

Connections
enthusiastically
supported
a
significant advance this year studying Adult
Programs and implementing the monthly “Food
for Thought”. Under Rev’s Claire and Susanne’s
guidance this offered a modest meal, baby
sitting, serious subject, small group talk, and no
RSVP. The objective of meeting regularly over
food within an easy package was very successful.
Adjustments in FFT and Adult Programming will
continue.

The
committee
coordinates
with
our
extraordinarily capable Director of Community
Engagement, Susanne Intriligator, to fulfill our
mission of finding and holding members, the
lifeblood of our church. Our regular calendar
welcomes new members in the fall, the busiest
season for church shoppers. We have a rotating
slate of hosts on duty every week who are trained
to spot new faces and gradually engage them in
church activities. As we find out about people,
we try to link them to existing members who may
have common interests such as social justice or
similar age children. There is always attrition, but
as the growing Sunday attendance shows, our
retention compared to attrition is the most
favorable in years.
In the fall we provide two classes [UU 101; and In
and Around Follen]. Recently Susanne converted
these semi-annual classes to a rotating schedule
of six mini topics held every week or so right after
Service. The committee provides the planning,
communications, personnel, food, set up, and
breakdown of many of the events that Susanne
orchestrates in her mission. The Connections
Committee keeps an eye on what is working well
in the membership experience and where
problems exist.

Next year, Connections will create “buddies”
pairs for prospective members. Connections will
also work with our CHAT action team to evaluate
food issues and to take a look at the overall
member experience within CHAT. We look
forward to a second year of summer services and
will keep an eye on how best to support them.
The Connections Committee always seeks new
members and is presently comprised of Laura
Maltby, Kay Lamer, Steph Chiha, , Karen
Edmonds, Katherine Blake, Marilu Nowlin, Gerald
Mimno. Kathy and Gerry will be co-chairs next
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Laura Maltby and Gerry Mimno

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
John Griffith, Chair

One perpetual problem is the congestion in the
vestibule on Sunday and the mechanics of
nametags. Our experiment in relocating the
nametags to the hall by the kitchen was
unsuccessful so we worked with other Action
Teams to re-think the location and type of name
tags which will be implemented next year.

This year our committee has supported the
Director of Community Engagement in her
communications efforts. Rev. Susanne Intriligator
has proven to be completely capable. Our goal
has been to assist her in her efforts to update and
streamline Follen’s communications. We are
working to get Follen’s message out more
effectively and to a wider audience

After New Member Sunday, we sponsor gettogether dinners in the fall and winter, mixing new
and old members. Going forward we decided to
brand all such dinners “Octagon” dinners and
help with the significant effort that falls on people
sponsoring such a dinner. We will work more on
this task next year.

The primary vehicle for communications is the
newsletter; its format and structure needed
updating, which we have discussed. In addition,
the Follen Members and Friends closed Facebook
Group continues to provide a space for Follenites
to share ideas and experiences with one another.
While Susanne created the group in 2016 and
keeps it fresh, many others are now posting
pictures and comments. Susanne also livestreams
services over Facebook, which a number of
people have viewed and enjoyed.

We held a second new member Sunday and new
member lunch in the Spring and continued with
“Octagon” dinners. We used the new Breeze
database to help in the outreach for the service
and dinners.
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Susanne also successfully manages the website,
follen.org. We had a WordPress programmer help
modernize the website over the last couple of
years, including extensive work to take
advantage of the recently developed UUA
custom-built Wordpress template. We publish all
church news and events directly to the website,
and then use Facebook and the email newsletter
to drive traffic to the website. The new process
has streamlined our communications, resulting in
fewer errors and less duplication of effort.

•
•
•
•
•

Due to the great influx of membership, the SEC
supports running two coffee hours after each
Intergenerational Service. While both coffee
hours are very well attended, and have run, for
the most part, very well, this weekly event is not
without its challenges. The system of assigning
food for coffee hour to congregants was
abandoned this year and volunteer signups were
encouraged using the SignUpGenius application
and weekly solicitation in the order of service and
weekly newsletter. Unfortunately the community
engagement was minimal. Recently we have
decided to purchase food for the coffee hour
using SEC funds. We requested an increase in SEC
funds for 2017-2018 to fund this expenditure.

We are an experienced and thoughtful
Committee, though slightly smaller than last year:
John Griffith (Chair), Susanne Intriligator (DCE),
Kathy Blake, Jim Fesler, Mark Metzger, and Tempe
Goodhue. At our May meeting, we resolved to
restructure our work together, splitting into a
standing Advisory Group, supplemented by more
agile Project Teams: John and Mark will work to
support digital needs in the upcoming building
renovation; Kathy and Jim will explore how to
build a photo directory in the new Breeze
database.

SOCIAL EVENTS COMMITTEE
Amy Yee and Erin Malone, Co-Chairs

The kitchen facilities and equipment are a source
of frustration.
We continue experiencing
problems with the dishwasher and work with
building and grounds to resolve the issues as they
arise. Other kitchen issues include the need for
more storage and counter space for food
preparation. We have related this concern to the
Capital Campaign Exploratory Committee.

The Social Events Committee (SEC) works hard
every year to strengthen connections through
community and fellowship. We do this by
supporting, organizing and/or running several key
events each year.
The SEC members this year include: Beth
Bernstein; Steph Chiha; Christine Dall; Denise
Dracup; Rebecca Farnham; Bob Halliday; Melissa
Hawkins; Erin Malone; Jenny Marshall; Sarah
Richards; Christine Seashore; Lydia Swan;
Rosemary Trowbridge; Heather Ryan; and Amy
Yee.

Finally, as our committee is very busy with social
engagement, we need to expand our
membership for both Coffee Elves and the SEC.
As the church community grows we expect the
focus of SEC to transition and focus on organizing
and supporting social community building events.
As the saying goes, ”Many hands make light
work,: and the SEC needs the church community
to participate in the work needed to execute
events including help with set up, clean up, and
food donations. For example, our Sunday Coffee
Hours would not be a success without our very
dedicated Coffee Elves, who do not serve on the
SEC itself, but routinely make themselves
available for coffee hour throughout the year.
Thank you to all who help us in the kitchen!

Our chief responsibilities include:
•

•
•

Food, set-up and serving of the annual
Fellowship Dinner.
Cardigan Lodge weekend
Cape Cod Weekend signups and
coordination.
Food, set-up and hospitality support
for other special events as needed.
Annual
kitchen
clean-up
and
coordination of maintenance with
Building and Grounds.

Community Hour after every Sunday
service, including “coffee elves,”
food, coffee and tea supplies and
kitchen duties.
Fall and Spring Octagon Dinners.
Christmas and Easter Flowers, includes
decorating
the sanctuary
and
honoring loved ones in the Order of
Service.
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Respectfully submitted,
Amy Yee and Erin Malone

FHRAT deeply appreciates the past work of the
Social Events Committee running the annual
Fellowship Dinner and Goods and Services
Auction. We intend to organize these events with
FHRAT and congregational volunteers going
forward so that the SEC can enjoy planning their
own events.

FINANCIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ACTION TEAM (FHRAT)
Nancy Sofen, Chair
Members: Brian Cali, Linda Dacey (HR), Chris
Farnham (Stewardship Chair), Aimee Fox (HR
Chair), Sarah Garner, George Grady, Cas
Groblewski, Brad Howe, Rachel Hyde (HR), Kyle
Johnson, Herman Marshall, Mark Metzger, Harvy
Simkovits, Nancy Sofen (Chair), Hugh Truslow (HR),
Ben Vandiver. Ex officio: Rev. Claire Feingold
Thoryn, Alex Bromley, Simon Horsburgh.

Despite generous giving by the congregation,
without a contribution from the endowment the
FY17 budget passed last spring was a tight one,
balanced primarily by honoring the request of
long-time DRE Debra Zagaeski to reduce her
hours to 80% of full time for personal reasons.
When Debra resigned over the summer and we
hired Interim DRE Deb Weiner, and Ministerial
Intern Casper ker Tuile also resigned at the start of
the church year, Follen found itself with some
urgent needs and also some “found” money.
With new staff came new insights into where we
need more resources.
FHRAT collected
information from staff and action teams about
these needs and recommended to Program
Council to allocate some of our cumulative
surplus and to re-allocate operating budget
funds to restore the DRE position to full-time, to
provide new Music Director Tyler Turner with a
larger budget line to purchase music, to add a 5
hour per week assistant for Director of Community
Engagement Susanne Skubik Intriligator, and to
increase accompanist Shaylor Lindsay’s pay to
reflect new duties that she had taken on in recent
years. Later in the year, savings from the health
insurance and other lines allowed another reallocation within the current budget to pay for
two new requests: a delegate scholarship for
General Assembly and Hillary Collins-Gilpatrick’s
ordination and reception.

The Financial and Human Resources Action Team
has a strong mix of long-time members and
newcomers. The team works to promote both
the long-term financial stability of the church and
the fullest use of our current financial resources to
support staff, volunteers, operations and
programs.
We are fortunate to have the crack team of
Church Administrator Sarah Garner and Treasurer
Harvy Simkovits, who both can be depended on
for thoroughness, accuracy, a deep knowledge
of how Follen works and innovative suggestions
for how we might improve operations.
Early in the year we met with the Trustees, who
agreed to examine their methods for determining
the annual contribution from the endowment to
the budget so that the church might enjoy more
reliable and consistent revenue.
The East Village Fair did remarkably well
considering the foul weather but fell short of its
budget goal; fortunately successful Christmas
Tree sales and a fabulous Goods and Services
Auction made up the shortfall. We were pleased
to be able to give away about 20 Christmas trees
to
needy
families
through
Lexington’s
Department of Human Services and plan to
continue that initiative next year. Special thanks
are due to Amy Horsburgh, who brought new
levels of organization and community-building
fun to the auction, and who is stepping down as
chair. It was wonderful to have new auction cochairs Henrietta Yelle and Jen Vandiver on board
this year; Jen also assisted with Christmas trees.
Next year’s Fair chair is David Armstrong.

Beginning in FY18, Follen and other churches and
non-profits in Lexington will be assessed property
taxes based on income received from
commercial leases (i.e., revenue from the cell
phone tower and French for Kids!)
Follen
participated in many information-sharing sessions
with other houses of worship and with Lexington
Assessor Robert Lent. We set aside funds from a
prior year’s surplus to ease the transition in FY18 to
this new annual expense.
FHRAT is supporting the Capital Campaign by
loaning the campaign start-up funds for
architectural work from our cash reserves; these
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will be repaid with interest by the end of
construction.

-

The HR team has had an unexpectedly busy year,
supporting the hiring of Interim DRE Deb Weiner
and DCE Assistant Laura Vanderhart. Next year
they will work with the REAT in hiring a permanent
DRE.

-

Thanks to Stewardship Chair Chris Farnsworth,
who led a fund drive that broke the half-million
mark for the first time this year! Other notable
revenue for FY18 includes a contribution from the
Program Fund of the endowment, and a $3,500
Woburn Grant from the UUA to support summer
services. Priorities reflected in the annual budget
that appears in the back of this booklet include
- Meeting our obligations to contribute to
health insurance and retirement benefits
for staff
- A 2% increase for all staff
- Increased hours for the DCE Assistant, to
be shared with RE and renamed as an
Administrative Assistant
- Increased pay for music soloists and
accompanist to reflect competitive
wages in this area
- Increased rate and hours for the Youth
Coordinator
- Fully fund RE Supplies, including expenses
for Adult Programs
- Legal purchases of music used by choirs
- Purchasing food for coffee hour instead of
relying on volunteer contributions
- Fully fund summer services
- Increased
spending
on
Safe
Congregation training and background
checks
- A new obligation to pay property tax to
the Town, estimated at about $4,550.
Sally Cassells will chair the Stewardship
Committee next year.

-

Operating Reserve – maintained at 10% of
the current operating expenses for
unforeseen expenses that cannot be
covered by the operating budget or to
cover unexpected revenue shortfall.
$64,186.
AT&T Reserve – equal to one year of cell
tower revenue to cover loss of AT&T lease.
Follen did turn to this reserve when the
previous lessee, Nextel, withdrew from
their cell tower lease. $32,702.
HR Reserve Fund – to cover personnelrelated expenses not planned in
operating budget. $15,000.

Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Sofen

CAPITAL
CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE (CCEC)
Mark Metzger, Chair

EXPLORATORY

Parish Board, in its 2015 Long-Term Plan,
suggested that a capital campaign should be
considered. In fall 2015 the Board requested that
Program Council establish an exploratory
committee to determine whether the church had
needs for major capital improvements, what
those needs were, and how much the church
could expect to raise in a capital campaign.
Program Council at its December 2015 meeting
authorized FHRAT to organize the committee. It
was established in March, with the following
members: Jack Donahue, Alice Dunn, Stephen
Ervin, Brad Howe, Trapper Markelz, Herman
Marshall, and Mark Metzger (Chair).
To gather input, the committee met with all
action teams and staff, as well as inviting
suggestions directly from parishioners, in
conversation or by email. In all some 135
recommendations
were
collected.
The
committee spent the summer forging that input
into a set of ten feasible initiatives and the
congregation was surveyed on its priorities for the
initiatives. The clear top priority was to provide
universal access to the church and close behind
that was a commitment to making the church
“greener” in the process. Those two were
followed by three initiatives with roughly the same
level of support: more room for meetings and
offices; improved heating, ventilation – and
possibly air conditioning; and a bigger, brighter
Community Center.

FHRAT’s final business of the year was to review
the structure and funding levels of Follen’s cash
reserve funds. We concluded that our current
practices in holding reserves would allow for
continuity of operations in the case of sudden
unexpected changes in revenue or obligations,
while not tying up so much money that
opportunities for important work of the church
would be lost. The major reserves, which are held
in a mix of savings accounts, money market
accounts of certificates of deposit, are:
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firm was negotiated and signed during the month
of April.

The CCEC also engaged a consultant, Dan
Hotchkiss, to carry out a financial feasibility study.
Based on his analysis of Follen’s financial reports
and interviews with 39 Follen members and
friends, Mr. Hotchkiss suggested that the church
could raise between $1.5 million and $2 million.

Respectfully submitted,
Brad Howe

PASTORAL CARE ACTION TEAM
Betsy Leutz and Sandy Stone, Co-Chairs

Based on this research, the committee
recommended that Follen undertake a capital
campaign with the priorities outlined above. The
specific projects would be determined according
to the amount of money raised and detailed
costing of the projects. Program Council
approved the recommendation at its meeting
Dec. 5, 2016 and authorized establishment of a
capital campaign committee to carry it out. Brad
Howe was unanimously approved as the chair of
the new committee.

Overview
Follen’s Pastoral Care Action Team (PCAT)
provides caring support, both spiritual and
practical, and opportunities for deeper
connection and spiritual growth to all in the
congregation. The Action Team is comprised of
several sub-groups including Lay Ministry,
Covenant Group Operations and Writers, the
Volunteer
Service
Network,
the
Caring
Congregation Committee and several on-going
support groups. PCAT also initiates and supports a
variety of “one-off” adult program offerings. PCAT
members work with Rev. Claire and other Follen
staff members to expand Follen’s adult programs
and workshop opportunities for the community.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Metzger

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE (CCC)
Brad Howe, Chair

The team was led this year by Betsy Leutz and
Sandy Stone. Melinda Burri will join Sandy as cochair next year.

The work of the Capital Campaign Exploratory
Committee (CCEC) during most of 2016
culminated in the Report to the Church in
November recommending that we undertake a
capital campaign. As indicated in the CCEC
summary above, the Program Council accepted
the Report and authorized the creation of a
Capital Campaign Committee. This Committee
has included as its primary appointees the
following: Alice Dunn, Ben Vandiver, Brad Howe
(General Chair), John Hickey (Honorary Chair),
Laura Maltby, Mark Metzger, Rich Papazian
(Treasurer), Trapper Markelz, and Valerie Perkins.

Programs and Workshops
1. Safety Training. As part of the support
given and planned for the leaders and
facilitators of the support groups, PCAT
offered a workshop on the Church
policies and expectations of support
group facilitators relating to keeping
everyone safe and cared for, put
together by Tom Blumenthal, co-chair of
the Lay Ministers. It was given on Feb. 26
after church with lunch. Six people
involved with support groups attended
the session. This workshop will be offered
when there is a need for it.

The Committee has been supplemented in its
efforts by other church members who are
professionals in the field of architecture, including
Chris Walters, Greg Shenstone, Mart Ojamaa,
Stephen Ervin, and Tom Ryan, all of whom were
helpful in developing the Request for Proposal
distributed to six local architectural firms. Final
proposals were submitted by four firms and the
Committee, plus the Follen professionals, together
with Claire Feingold-Thoryn, Alex Bromley, and
Simon Horsburgh unanimously selected Maryann
Thompson Architects of Watertown to undertake
the development of concepts for a renovated
church facility. A contract for the services of her

2. Support Group Facilitators Application
and Resources Team
This year, PCAT consolidated some of the
materials that had been used and
developed in the support groups and
came up with an “application” form and
a resource team for new support group
leaders and facilitators. The form requires
new support groups to have a facilitator
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and encourages them to use some of the
many resources available to help the
groups.

Living Well with Chronic Illness

The support group for those with a chronic illness
or condition continued to meet once a month
from September through December 2016, with
individual members facilitating the meeting on a
variety of topics such as the impact of chronic
illness or condition on celebrating the holidays,
traveling, and work. In January, 2017, we decided
to take a hiatus, and to gather again in the spring
2017 for a day time pot luck meeting to decide
how to proceed going forward.

3. Caring for Ourselves in Difficult Times:
Permission to Pause
On Sunday March 12th, Betsy Leutz and
Catherine Collins led a workshop of 20
Follenites to learn and practice some
simple ways to help relax and restore
balance. Living with high levels of stress,
no matter the origin, wreaks havoc on
emotional equilibrium and has the
potential to damage physical health.
They provided some tools for reducing
levels of stress.

Support Group for Caregivers

The group increased in number by three people,
bringing the size of the group to seven. We
continued to meet on the second Tuesday of
each month. Members value the experience of
being with others who deal with the challenges of
giving care to loved ones. The group continues to
be under the leadership of Margaret Micholet.

Support Groups

PCAT oversees three support groups:

Caring for our Elderly Parents Support Group

Amy Newmark retired as the facilitator last June,
and the group is now co-facilitated by Steph
Chiha and Debbie Bassett. They continue to
meet monthly, usually on the first Sunday of the
month, alternating between morning and
evening meetings. This schedule has worked well,
although next year we will try to avoid Super Bowl
Sunday.

CARING CONGREGATION COMMITTEE
Sharon Cerny, Chair, Dottie Vacca,
Vice-chair
This year the Caring Congregation Committee
(CCC) offered several programs and services
intended to make Follen a welcoming
community to families of children with special
needs.

There are 17 regular members of the group, and
monthly attendance has ranged from four to nine
people, with an average of six. We have a
Google group that we use for meeting reminders,
distributing resources, and sharing news. We had
also added some books and pamphlets to the
Follen library.

Discussion haS continued with Rev. Claire and
Deb Weiner regarding developing a “buddy
system” to help children feel welcomed at Follen.
This would be oriented to new families that would
like a buddy at coffee hour to meet new children.
Existing members that would like a “buddy” for
their child are encouraged to request this as well.
Buddy’s would be volunteers from FUUY. Lisa
Levey, RE Co-chair, initially represented the REAT
at CCC meetings to help foster development of
this action item. Currently Caryn Egan is the REAT
representative. The plan is to further develop this
program to begin next year.

We are now called "Caring for our Elderly Parents
Support Group,” and the website has been
updated accordingly. While the website does
give the group a public profile, the group has
unanimously decided to keep within the Follen
Community,
in
order
to
preserve
the
confidentiality and safe atmosphere. In other
words, we operate more like a covenant group
than as an affinity group. However, it is open at
all times to any Follen member or Friend, and we
publicize every meeting in the newsletter and
order of service (when we meet in the evenings).

Dottie Vacca continued to manage CCC’s
referral Hotline, which provides short-term
assistance to parents who have any pressing
emotional, behavioral, and/or school-related
concerns or are looking for help with a child’s
Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) process.
CCC has continued to add professional resources
within the Follen community to its resource listings
and maintains a list of “veteran parents”: Follen

Steph and Debbie will continue in their cofacilitation role next year.
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members who have personal experience with the
special needs system and can provide assistance
to other parents. CCC resource listings include:
Follen professionals (members who donate
professional services for an initial consultation re:
emotional, behavioral or learning issues or IEP
review). They may also suggest referral to
appropriate outside resources or Follen’s Lay
ministry and Rev. Claire. The Behavioral Resource
Guide is also in process of being put on line to be
accessed by Follen members.

workshops on "Transitions", including one on
retirement. Responding to the strong desire of this
group to continue meeting, Maggie Herzig
organized a series of informal gatherings, starting
in June 2016, open to retired or soon-to-be retired
Follenites. We gather in community to deepen
friendships, share resources and explore issues.
The twice-monthly meetings take the form of
either a brown bag lunch or potluck dinner.
Program content has ranged from time
management to gratitude practices, to losing
work identity. We employ a rotating sharedleadership model. Meetings are open to all.

CCC also held a Experiential Support Group
Training for current or interested group leaders in
October. The workshop, conducted by Dr. Mark
Gianino and Sharon Cerny, was well attended
with 20 Participants. CCC also worked with PCAT
to develop Group Guidelines for support groups
at Follen.

Men’s Discussion Group

The Men’s Discussion Group has been meeting for
approximately a year every Wednesday in the
Library at 10:15. Anyone is welcome. Don Weikert
started the group to provide a social setting
especially for the growing retired corps at Follen.
Each week about a dozen men gather to listen to
one another’s stories about career, fathers,
siblings, and most recently mothers. The objective
is to be reflective about the life lived and perhaps
to make some comparisons with others making
the same journey. The men have found a lot of
parallels in their stories often reaching back to
great grandparents and what they found in the
new world. Many hoed a hard row, making our
lives so much easier. We uncovered many points
in our parents lives and our own where a small
occurrence led to taking a major fork in the road.
On our own, we might be critical of a parent or
regret that we achieved less than we were
capable of. We also suspect that in time our
children will be critical of the decisions we made.
But there is a collective wisdom around the table
which is reassuring and realistic about the life lived
and the life still to be lived. The Men’s Group
coordinators are Don Weikert, Gerry Mimno, and
Allan Shepp

In March CCC gave a personal point for the
annual special collection for Families with
Children with Special Needs at Follen. This
collection raised $2752 for the fund, which is a
subset of the Minister’s Discretionary Fund. To
date, $21,252 has been raised for the fund
through this special collection and an annual
gala auction/concert held offsite. On June 24th
CCC will, as in the past several years, hold a
fundraiser to benefit children with special needs.
Funds raised are administered under the Minister’s
Discretionary Fund and used to address financial
hardships experienced by Follen families trying to
meet the needs of their children. The minister, in
consultation with the Director of Religious
Education, chooses fund recipients, who remain
anonymous. Last year Rev. Claire was able to use
approximately $7,000 of this money to help Follen
families. Most of the money has gone towards
neuropsychological testing, paying for medical
expenses or other service needs.
On April 26th, CCC sponsored a presentation on
“Special Needs Trusts and Their Management.
The presenters were Barbara Jackins, a Lexingtonbased attorney, and Karen Marsical, a special
needs attorney. Both presenters are also moms of
adult sons with special needs.

COVENANT GROUPS
Orian Greene and Rosemary McCrudden, Cochairs
This year 123 Follen congregants participated in
one of 15 different Covenant Groups, led by 27
leaders. Covenant Groups are supported by the
Leaders that facilitate the small group sessions,
the Writers Group who author the sessions, the
Covenant Group Operations team that oversees
the administration of the groups, and Rev. Claire.

Ongoing Affinity Groups
Retirement Group

The newest affinity group at Follen is the oldest. In
Spring 2016 PCAT offered a series of four
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Covenant Group Leaders met five times this year,
with Rev. Claire joining the meetings in January
and May. The eight-member Covenant Group
Operations team guided year-round rolling
enrollment, distributed the Covenant Group
brochure to all newcomers and interested adults,
planned and implemented the annual Covenant
Group Leaders workshop, streamlined spring reenrollment to increase efficiency, and worked
with the Community Engagement Director to
increase Covenant Group presence on the
church website.

streamline the group’s work, the Lay Ministry team
focused this year on undertaking its core
responsibilities within that updated system. This
year’s work also included the recruitment of Lay
Ministers early in the church year related to
unfilled or vacated positions.
At the start of the year, Rev. Claire led a retreat in
which Lay Ministers undertook personal spiritual
exercises to experience receiving pastoral care
and to practice sacred listening. This retreat
allowed the group to get to know each other in a
meaningful way. Subsequently, the team also did
a training session on writing Pastoral Prayers, led
by Rev. Claire.

Working with the minister’s monthly church-wide
themes and spiritual exercises, the Writers Group
has revised the session template to incorporate
two silences and to embed the spiritual practices
more deeply into each session.

A theme during the year was consideration of
ways to make the best use of the Joys, Sorrows,
and Concerns portion of the service. Lay Ministers
shared ideas about how to ensure that this
portion of the service is focused on spiritual needs
rather than informational updates or divisive
opinions. Additionally, the team met with a
representative of the Worship and Music Action
Team to talk in depth about a range of possible
formats for this part of the service to be adopted
in the future.

A February training offered Leaders a
presentation by Charlene Cochrane about using
Open Honest Questions to enhance Sacred
Listening in our daily lives as well as our covenant
groups. The second half of the program provided
an opportunity for leaders to interact with other
leaders over issues common to Covenant Group
sessions. Ms. Cochrane’s handouts were used
again at a subsequent leaders meeting to
reinforce the concept of Open Honest Questions.

Lay ministers also coordinated with the other
PCAT sub-groups by attending PCAT meetings,
referring to the Volunteer Service Network and
serving on the Safe Congregation Group.

Covenant Group Operations has continued
working closely with the new Director of
Community Engagement to implement on-line
operations for enrollment and membership, to
publish the monthly themes and Covenant Group
sessions on the church website, and to continue
developing a database of resources for the
Writers Group to use in writing sessions.

This year, the Lay Ministry team was composed of
three 3rd year members: Tom Blumenthal, Carl
Byers and Joe Turner; three 2nd year members:
Greg Kotonias, Maggie Pax (partial year), and
Wendy Slattebo; and three 1st year members:
Linda Dacey, Kyle Johnson, and Colleen
McDonald.

LAY MINISTRY
Tom Blumenthal and Carl Byers, Coordinators,
Wendy Slattebo, PCAT Representative

VOLUNTEER SERVICE NETWORK
Arlie Langseth and Wendy Slattebo,
Coordinators

The Lay Ministry team was responsible for leading
the Joys, Sorrows and Concerns and Pastoral
Prayers at Sunday worship services and
supporting congregants facing a variety of
challenges, including life transitions, health issues
and losses. Follen’s Lay Minsters also serve as a
witness or “spiritual friend” in parishioners’
moments of need.

VSN

From May 2016 through April 2017 Follen’s
Volunteer Service Network provided 83 meals
and 47 rides to appointments. In addition,
volunteers provided help with household tasks
three times. During this period 17 Follen members
received some sort of assistance from the VSN.
We continue to manage our volunteers via Lotsa
Helping Hands, a program set up by the previous
co-chairs, Amy Horsburgh and Caroline Jacobs.

After having devoted time the previous year to
several process and technology projects to
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Currently we have a total of 121 volunteers on our
roster.

successful and provide an opportunity for crossage connections. Lori Moresco continued her
valuable assistance on Sunday mornings and we
are grateful for her work. Finding, scheduling,
training, and supporting RE teachers continues to
be an area of focus for the REAT, and we are
spending the spring drafting a new model of
teacher-scheduling and engagement that we
hope will be provide a more cohesive,
connected teacher experience for both teachers
and youth alike.

Last fall Amy Horsburgh and Caroline Jacobs
ended their tenure as VSN Co-chairs after serving
for 3 years. Arlie Langseth and Wendy Slattebo
are the new Co-chairs. They are grateful for the
support from Amy and Caroline as they stepped
into their new roles. We thank all who have
helped this year! Many hands make a difference!

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ACTION TEAM
Lisa Levey and Maureen Markelz, Co-Chairs

In addition to new plans for teacher scheduling
and engagement, REAT began to lay the
groundwork for a curriculum review. In an effort to
provide a well-rounded RE experience that flows
from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade, we
have begun a plan to focus years K-4 on UU
values, 5&6 on our Judeo-Christian roots, and 7&8
on world religions. Our goal is to review and
update our current curricula to reflect this
structure. With Deb’s guidance, we plan for this to
be an important part of our work next year.

The 2016-2017 church year has been one of great
change and challenge. Our beloved DRE, Debra
Zagaeski, unexpectedly stepped down in the
summer of 2016. We had the opportunity to
celebrate Debra’s long tenure and many
accomplishments when she returned to Follen in
September 2016. We shared a magnificent cake
and gave Debra a beautifully decorated box
filled with personal notes from both children and
adults in the Follen community. The REAT is
grateful for Debra’s many years of dedicated
service to Follen and our children.
Debra’s departure meant a hurried search over
the summer for a replacement. We were
fortunate to identify a highly-skilled religious
educator with a great deal of experience in Deb
Weiner. Deb joined Follen in early August and hit
the ground running. The REAT rallied to support
Deb with filling RE teaching and support gaps
across the board: for Sunday morning RE
teachers, an OWL teacher, COA Mentors and
Advisors, and FUUY Advisors. Several members of
the REAT stepped in to help ready the Marshman
Center for fall RE classes. We cleaned, sorted, and
arranged. Jane Spickett did a yeowomen’s job
leading the thorough cleaning out and
organization of the supply closet. It was a
scramble but somehow it all came together as
the church year and the slate of RE programming
began.

The Our Whole Lives program offered to Follen’s
eighth grade students started off with the
unexpected, last-minute challenge of finding a
male facilitator due to the unexpected departure
of Casper ter Kuile, who had been planning to
intern at Follen. We are grateful to John Dacey, a
former OWL facilitator, for stepping into the role
alongside Megan Lancaster, Lisa Levey, and Alisa
Pascale. Deb is working to identify more Follen
men to participate in OWL training to teach future
classes. With a late start toward the end of
October, our intrepid group of seven youth and
their teachers started the OWL journey in earnest.
As is often the case, the group has become more
comfortable as the year has progressed. After a
March OWL retreat, where the youth shopped in
teams for contraceptive products at CVS and
enjoyed dinner offsite, the teachers were
heartened to hear the youth report they would
definitely continue with the retreat for future
classes.

Our RE programming for infants through middle
school youth followed a similar format to past
years, with some important changes. Follenite
Jody Gray-Linden took on the Lead Teacher role
for our pre-K and K classroom. In addition, she has
run several “one-room schoolhouse” Sunday RE
classes on weekends when attendance was
expected to be low. These have been very

The Coming of Age class for our 10th graders was
substantially redesigned this year which was a
hard transition for many involved. The major
change to the COA program was moving from 1on-1 youth-mentor pairs, a close relationship that
often endured well past the class, to a group of
mentors working with a group of Follen youth in
changing configurations. The second major
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change was more than doubling the amount of
meeting time over the year. The REAT fielded
many strong opinions about the redesign and
learned parents felt they had too little input with
regard to major changes to one of the most
important RE experiences at Follen. At a special
meeting in March, Deb and Claire provided
parents the opportunity to share their thoughts,
discuss the program, and come to a common
understanding on hopes for the Coming of Age
service in May. The REAT will continue to work with
Deb to refine the Coming of Age program this
year and we are considering adding a
companion COA program for parents in the
future. The REAT wants to thank the advisors and
mentors for the time they have devoted to our
10th graders this year.

improvements where needed. The group –
comprised of Program Council Leaders, Follen
parents with counseling backgrounds, and FUUY
youth – is working through the process to become
certified by the UUA as a Sexually-Safer
Congregation. The work of strengthening and
monitoring Follen’s safety practices will be
ongoing.
Despite this major challenge for our community,
FUUY continued on with their weekly Sunday night
meetings and with preparations for a large group
– approximately 25 youth – to make the
pilgrimage to NOLA in late April. In addition to
soup sales, FUUY put on a fabulous coffee house,
complete with singing and instrumentals, trivia, lip
synching, and the hilarious Swedish fish eating
contest to raise money for the trip. In addition to
spending a good part of the week building, they
will also have the chance to participate in several
social justice related activities while in New
Orleans. FUUY weathered some major storms this
year and both the youth and adults
demonstrated their resiliency and strong
commitment to the group. We know we are very
lucky to have such a vibrant, active, and
engaged community of youth at Follen.

In recent years the number of participants in FUUY
has grown substantially and over 60 youth were
registered for the church year. Brian Sewell, the
returning FUUY coordinator, brought muchneeded stability and continuity to the group.
During the early RE planning in September, the
first FUUY goal was to identify several additional
advisors to create greater flexibility for Brian and
Howie Bernstein, the then lone advisor. We were
excited to have Herman Marshall, Greg Kotonis,
Liana Raberg, and Jody Gray-Linden come on
board. The FUUY year started welcoming a large
ninth-grade class and the youth enjoying the
annual Cape Cod retreat to welcome many new
members to the group.

It’s fair to say that our Religious Education
program is experiencing some growing pains.
Structures that fit our program when it was a
smaller size are stretching at the seams. The REAT
is committed to finding the balance between
growing to accommodate our larger numbers
and maintaining what was essential to Follen’s
youth programs when they were smaller. In
several conversations with the community, youth,
and parents, we have heard time and again that
it is the deep personal connections that make
Follen a place so many have chosen to raise their
families. To that end, we are working on planning
more connection events for families to come
together, time together for kids to develop longlasting friendships with their peers, and more
opportunities for multi-age connections. Another
goal for REAT is finding more ways to highlight our
K-8 youth. We recognize that we have many
important and well-revered traditions that lift up
our high school youth, but very few that do so for
our younger children. Our Middle School Youth
Group was on hiatus this year - a victim of the
many transitions taking place at one time - and
we are committed to reinstating this important
connector next year. We look forward to working

In December, a key safety issue arose in FUUY
involving non-consensual physical contact. Deb
did a fabulous job immediately reaching out to
several resources including the UUA to determine
the best way for Follen to handle this very
challenging situation. A Safe Congregation
Planning Group was formed, comprised of Tom
Blumenthal, Alex Bromley, Simon Horsburgh, Deb
and Claire. Separate meetings were held to
debrief FUUY youth, the parents of FUUY youth,
the Program Council, Parish Board, and the COA
Advisors. Every attempt was made to honor the
privacy of the youth and families involved as well
as to support all Follen members – on both sides
of this difficult situation – in their efforts to move
forward. Brian Sewell played a key role in helping
to manage this situation and in supporting the
FUUY youth. Follen has convened a Safety Task
Force to review the church’s safety-related
policies
and
practices
and
to
make
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more closely with other Follen action teams to
explore opportunities to partner and we want to
create more opportunities to listen and learn from
the many RE stakeholders including parents,
youth, teachers, and Follen staff.
As we look back on this year, it is striking how
much our typically-sleepy committee has taken
on. We thank Deb Weiner for her tireless work this
year, her passion, and her deep expertise; we
celebrate our new members Kerri Ann Spilker,
Tuna Chatterjee, Erika Riddington, and Sylvia
Fohlin; and we thank our long-standing members
- Ann Bobo, Caryn Egan, Glendalys Gandhi,
Janet Lane, Jack Lloyd, Ginna Johnson, Lisa
Stebbins, and Sally Richter for their continued
service.

Many Follenites volunteered for this event and
expressed interest in cooking and serving again.
Follen will cook and serve on August 13, 2017. SJAT
plans to make this a yearly event.

Brown Fund

The Brown Fund for Youth Social Justice Training
was established by SJAT in 2014 to celebrate the
many contributions of Sally and Dennis Brown to
the social justice work of Follen Church over more
than 30 years.
For the 2016 - 2017 year Brown funds will be used
to support Follen Unitarian Universalist Youth
(FUUY) who attend the Common Cathedral City
Reach HomelessProgram in Boston.Support will
also be given to FUUY members who go to New
Orleans and work on rebuilding housing in April
2017. $1900 has been awarded for this trip. The UU
Urban Ministry Roxbury Youth Programs high
school leadership retreat to be held in April 2017
This leadership building activity has been
awarded $1000. The main social justice priority is
encouraging the students to see themselves as
leaders in the Roxbury community and with other
students in the program, and to begin to live that
out by making plans for a community mural
project at UUUM.

Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Levey & Maureen Markelz

SOCIAL JUSTICE ACTION TEAM
Nancy Alloway and Tammy Mulligan, Co-Chairs
Overview
Follen’s Social Justice Action Team (SJAT)
provides a venue where social justice concerns
can be voiced and new initiatives supported. The
Action Team is comprised of several sub-groups
including Follen Responds to Racism, Welcoming
Congregation Coordinating Committee, and
others listed below. SJAT members also work with
Rev. Claire and Susanne Intriligator to inform
congregants about issues of concern to Unitarian
Universalists.

-- Lisa Snellings, Nancy Alloway, and
Schauffler
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Environmental Justice Task Force

Members: Anne Engelhart, Laura Dickerson,
Judith Glixon, Janet Lane, Jennifer Logan, John
Marshall, Nancy Mimno, Paul Rubin, Peter Steele,
Marlene Stone, Kathy Vandiver, Jean Foster, Beth
Davenport

The team was led this year by Tammy Mulligan
and Nancy Alloway. Rosemary McCrudden will
join Tammy as co-chair next year.

The 2016 Harvest season of the Lexington
Interfaith Garden provided 1740 pounds of fresh
produce (and occasional flowers) for people
who sought help from the Lexington Food Pantry.
In its seven years, the garden has donated over 5
tons of produce, in 44 varieties, through the
collective efforts of 14 local houses of worship.
Thanks go out to our Follen gardeners who (from
April thru October) offered their labor. Helpful
hands included Nancy Alloway, Cristina Burwell,
Cindy and Isaiah Carver, Oliver Cotran, Laura
Dickerson, Hua Dong, Cas Groblewski, Riley
Hellinger, Anne Kelly, Janet Lane, Rosemary
McCrudden, Heather and Anya Stephenson, Lil

Books for Chelsea Health Center

Between four and five hundred children’s books
were donated by Follen members and delivered
to the Chelsea Health Center so that children can
take home a book to keep every time they visit
the health center. The hope is to promote literacy
among those mostly poor families.
--Sarah Richards

Bristol Lodge Soup Kitchen

On January 30, Follenites cooked and served at
the Bristol Lodge Soup Kitchen in Waltham. We
were able to serve a hot meal to approximately
80 diners at the soup kitchen.
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Swanstrom, and Terry Zabik. Thank you for
growing food and growing community.

property indicating this commitment. FRR has
reached out to the congregation through allcongregation meetings and presentations to
action teams prior to Annual Meeting to ensure
that the resolution is well understood.

Earlier in 2016, in preparation for the East Village
Fair, members of EJTF researched other local
events and food programs to gather some new
ideas for recycling, composting, and donations of
unsold items. At the 2016 East Village Fair, we
posted some new signs and increased the
distribution of recycling bins to encourage more
recycling of bottles and cans. We hope to
continue and increase that activity at future fairs.

-- Tempe Goodhue

Gun Violence Prevention Group

This year, GVPG members focused on promoting
alternatives to gun violence and supporting
peace initiatives.

We were co-hosts for the April 20th Food For
Thought program organized by the Adult
Programs Task Force which featured Anne Kelly
presenting the latest climate news and leading
discussions of how individuals can become more
engaged and take action.

We continued to support the Louis D. Brown
Peace Institute, an organization in Dorchester
that provides support and healing to survivors of
victims of gun violence and families of
perpetrators and promotes Peace through
school curricula and Peace advocacy on a large
scale. In October we hosted a program, open to
the public, on the work of the Peace Institute,
entitled "Transforming Society's Response to
Homicide." The program was co-sponsored by
ten faith communities in Lexington. Chaplain
Clementina Chéry, president of the Institute,
spoke movingly about her own experience of
healing after the death of her son Louis and staff
members outlined the current programs of the
Peace Institute. The audience participated in
Peace Play, an activity used by the Institute as a
healing tool.

Due to the lack of a core team to drive the
program, the EJTF has decided to stop meeting
as a sub-group. But, we will maintain an active
email thread to continue the flow of information
and bring environmental concerns church-wide.
The Interfaith Garden will continue as it's own
program, no longer part of the EJTF.
-- Paul Rubin

Follen Responds to Racism

The activity of this group intensified this year, and
the leadership team more than doubled. Several
events centering on racism (e.g., panels on mass
incarceration and the Black Lives Matter
movement, a film series, the continuing antiracist
book group) and strengthening ties with the
UUUM and Roxbury have taken place throughout
the year.

Members of the GVPG helped to plan then
attended a concert at the UU Urban Ministry's First
Church, Roxbury on May 7, entitled "Harmony
and Hope, Responding to Violence with Music."
On May 14, the Follen Church again sent a large
contingent of walkers to the Peace Institute's
Mother's Day Walk for Peace. This year, the Walk
again ended at City Hall Plaza with a Peace Rally
sponsored by Boston Mayor, Marty Walsh.

The highlight of the year, however, is the
development of a resolution that, in essence,
declares Follen’s intention to be an antiracist
congregation. It ends with the question "What
would Charles Follen do?" and will be presented
for a congregational vote at Annual Meeting. The
resolution calls for a long-term commitment to
supporting the goals of the Black Lives Matter
movement, to developing education and action
both internally and in the wider community, to
raising non-racist children, and to honoring the
interconnected nature of racism and other forms
of oppression and marginalization. The resolution
also includes placing a sign or banner on Follen

The GVPG continues to take part in the initiatives
of the Massachusetts Coalition to Prevent Gun
Violence, of which the Follen Church is a
member.
-- Anne Grady

Interfaith Garden
The Interfaith Garden has just begun its
eighth season of growing food for the
Lexington Food Pantry. Last season's output
was 1,740 pounds of fresh, locally grown,
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organic produce for under resourced people
in our community. The garden is a project
that combines the efforts of 13 faith
communities to work together and helps to
grow interfaith relationships as well as food.
Follen contributes some start-up funds and
many volunteers to make the garden
successful. Those who lent their direct labor
included: Nancy Alloway, Cristina Burwell,
Cindy and Isaiah Carver, Oliver Cotran,
Laura Dickerson, Hua Dong, Cas Groblewski,
Riley Hellinger, Anne Kelly, Janet Lane,
Rosemary McCrudden, Anya nd Heather
Stephenson, Lil Swanstrom, and Terry Zabik.
For more information on volunteering
contact
Janet
Lane
at
interfaith_garden@follen.org.
For
background on the garden go to
interfaithgarden.org

Kiva Committee volunteers:
Nancy Wurtz, Jill
Reurs, Katherine Blake, Sytske Campbell, Ruth
Lyddy, Melinda Burri, Marilyn Falkowski, Valerie
Perkins, Tammy Mulligan, , John Dacey, Margaret
Micholet, Ellen Adolph, George Grady, Kathy
Hoben, Orian Greene, Karen Gray Carruthers
(and the Kiva Goat).
-- Karen Gray Carruthers

Lex Eat Together

Lex Eat Together (LET) served its first meals to
people in need of a healthy meal or of
companionship in October, 2015 at the Church of
Our Redeemer. Follen has continued both
financial and volunteer support. The meal, served
every Wednesday, has averaged about 60 guests
from Lexington, Arlington and surrounding
communities.
This year we also contributed financially to Food
Link an Arlington based organization that serves
Arlington and the surrounding communities.
Much of the food served at LET is provided by
Food Link. The non-profit partners with 12 local
grocery and prepared food stores to bring highquality fresh fruit, vegetables, meat, dairy, bread
and prepared foods to 30 social service agencies
serving people in need, including after school
programs, programs for at-risk youth, low income
housing facilities, homeless shelters, food pantries,
and senior centers. The organization is powered
by over 100 volunteers. In January Food Link
provided the food for coffee hour.

-- Janet Lane
Kiva Micro-Loan Program

Kiva is a nonprofit organization with a mission to
connect people through lending to alleviate
poverty by leveraging the internet and a
worldwide network of microfinance institutions.
Kiva works with microfinance institutions on five
continents to provide loans to people without
access to traditional banking systems. We make
individual loans of $25 to low-income
entrepreneurs across the globe. Kiva aggregates
our loan with other loans from other contributing
lenders from around the world to achieve the
requested loan amount. When the loan is paid
back to us, we can loan the funds out again to
new entrepreneurs.

Follen continues to provide volunteers who sign
up through the LET website: lexeattogether.org.
-- Nancy Alloway

Partner Church Committee

Generous Follenites contributed $3,000 to the
Follen Kiva Micro-Loan Program in the Share the
Plate collection. We currently have $15,334 total
in our bank (this includes outstanding loans and
funds paid back). As loans are paid back, we
reloan again. Although our corpus grows from
Share the Plate, our account decreases
throughout the remainder of the year as we
voluntarily donate $3.75 to Kiva for operating
expenses for every $25 loan we make. To date,
we have made 903 loans in the total amount of
$24,300 in 67 of the 791 Kiva countries.

The Partner Church Committee continues its
support of our Unitarian partner church in
Alsofelsoszentmihaly, Transylvania. We send
$3,000 annually to help the congregation with
ministerial support, the organist, religious
education and the minister’s discretionary fund.
The PCC received $1,500 from the Follen budget,
$2,358 from Share the Plate, and $1,713 by selling
soup and cards at Coffee Hour. We thank
everyone who made this possible.
Even more important than fundraising is our
people-to-people relationship with our partners.
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Individual
members
of
Follen
provided
scholarships to19 college, high school and middle
school students for a total of $6,000. Four Follenites
- Rev. Susanne Intriligator, Sarah Richards,
Barbara Meikle and Megan Lancaster - will travel
to Transylvania for ten days beginning Easter
weekend. We will stay with members of the
congregation for 6 nights and tour the historic
sites relevant to Unitarianism for 4 days. This year
we will be accompanied by four women from the
lay leadership of our partner congregation. Funds
we raised will be used to cover the full expenses
for Rev. Susanne and the four villagers on our
upcoming Pilgrimage.

Earlier in the church year, in November, a couple
of Follenites joined with friends from the UUAC in
Sherborn, MA on a service project in New Orleans,
again working through Neighborhood Housing
Services.
This year these trips were organized with the help
of Gray Watson, and -- especially, in April, by Deb
Weiner. Lori Moresco, as always, provided a
consistent presence with her dedication to the
service work in NOLA. Brian Sewell, FUUY advisor,
and Ben Soule (contractor!) were also vital to the
trip's success in April.
We are very grateful for the generous support of
the
congregation,
which
makes
these
transformative experiences possible.

Partner Church Committee: Sarah Richards,
Chair; Barbara Meikle, Jackie Fesler, Megan
Lancaster, Kathy Spang, John Lempesis, Sharon
Cerny and Sally Cassells.

-- Ann Schauffler

-- Barbara Meikle

Sunday’s Bread

The program is currently on hiatus, awaiting the
construction of a kitchen at its new host, Union
United Methodist Church in the South End. The
former host church, St John the Evangelist on
Beacon Hill, closed in fall 2015 when it merged
with the Cathedral of St Paul. When the project is
complete the program will resume operations.

Rebuilding Community/NOLA

Since 2006, Follen Church has annually renewed
its commitment to service work to enable families
to stay in their homes and neighborhoods in New
Orleans and the Gulf region. It has become even
more important to understand the experience of
NOLA in context of the history and culture of the
city. What we learn there about racism and its
impact on lives is something that we carry home
with us.

--Mark Metzger

Urban Ministry Congregational Team

The team was busy this year. The highlights of the
year include
•A visit from the Explorers Club to the East
Village Fair.
•Follen members attending numerous
events at First Church in Roxbury including the
Spirit in Action series, an Open House for a new
program Believe in Success (a job readiness
program for survivors of domestic abuse), the Ties
That Bind (a concert on MLK Day), and the
Journeys series in the fall.
•Roxbury Connections, a program
developed to encourage people to be more
familiar with Roxbury was successful. Marcia
Butman presented her slide show How I Grew to
Love Roxbury, a panel – “What It’s Like to Be
Muslim in the US These Days” - brought over 80
people and the field trip to the Islamic Society of
Boston Cultural Center was attended by about 30
people. Follenites also attended a performance
of Black Nativity hosted by the UUUM.

This April, 25 Follen youth and 4 adults went to
New Orleans for a week of service andlearning.
Besides the work they did on houses, via the
connection with the local Neighborhood Housing
Services, they also participated in activities to
augment and put into context their experience in
New Orleans. Some activities included dialogue
and learning about undoing racism and how
racism impacts lives every day; and, a visit to The
Whitney Plantation, known for being the first
plantation with a focus on slavery and the lives of
the slaves who lived and worked there. In
addition, the group visited the Lower Ninth Ward
Living Museum and the House of Dance &
Feathers, a museum dedicated to the culture of
Mardi Gras Indians, Social Aid & Pleasure Clubs,
and Skull & Bone Gangs. Hearing music and
tasting local food is always an important part of
the visit!
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•Follen is cosponsoring an informational
meeting about Jericho Road Roxbury with First
Parish Lexington and First Parish Bedford.
•Finally we look forward to hosting the 3rd
Ice Cream Social at UUUM this August.

Welcoming
Committee

Congregation

general program support. A Share the Plate
collection will be taken for Women’s Lunch Place
in June, 2017.
In November and December, 2016 we sold note
card from the Women's Lunch Place at coffee
hour and raised $275.00 which we sent to them in
January, 2017.

Coordinating

The year began with a Share the Plate offering of
over $2000 for the LGBT Asylum Task Force, that
provides shelter and support to LGBT people
fleeing violence and seeking asylum in this
country.

-- Rosemary McCrudden

WORSHIP AND MUSIC ACTION TEAM
Melissa Howe and Laura Maltby, Co-Chairs

WCCC asked Follen as a community, via action
teams, to check our documents for genderneutral language where possible.

WMAT’s service to the congregation is to support
the minister and the music director as they offer a
deeply meaningful worship experience each
Sunday. The team meets monthly for thoughtful
reflection on Follen’s worship services as well as
creative brainstorming and practical problem
solving to address the needs, the hopes, and the
dreams of our growing congregation.

The main event of the year was the “Meet A
Bisexual You May Already Know” panel. Wellattended by thirty people, this event was a
response to the realization that there seems to be
a misunderstanding of what it means to be
bisexual. Coming out of the discussion with those
attending was the need for Follen to keep
exploring issues of sexual orientation and
expression in adulthood.

Worship
WMAT observes that the thoughtful and planful
meetings of the previous year have made it
possible to not just accommodate but truly
embrace the growing number of people who
came through our beautiful front doors this year.
Summer services, which began with just the seed
of an idea, quickly bloomed into an entire
summer of two services every Sunday- meditation
at 9:00, and full services (slightly shorter and a bit
more informal, but still deeply worshipful) at 10:30.
We are now a year-round church, for the first time
in Follen’s history. Here is the data:

We
continue
to
communicate
with
FreedomMassachusetts about all transgender
rights efforts, including peacefully protesting the
“hate bus.”
Connection has been made with the UCC
coordinator for Welcoming and Affirming
congregations, and early plans have been made
to coordinate with them on supporting the law to
ban conversion therapy in Massachusetts.

➢

Many Follenites supported and attended the
annual Greater Boston PFLAG fundraiser.
Maureen Mulhern preached at First Parish
Duxbury and on Mother’s Day at Follen. WCCC
notes that the committee has engaged in
discussions during the year that have benefitted
from its wide age range.

➢

➢
➢

-- Maureen Mulhern, Jane Spickett

2014-15 total attendance: 7418 for 39
Sundays, 36 with one service and 3 with
two services.
2015-16 total attendance: 7766 for 40
Sundays, 34 with one service and 6 with
two services.
Summer 2016 total: 1015 for 12 Sundays
This year to date, Sept. 11, 2016 - April 16,
2017: 6110 for 32 Sundays, 27 with one
service and 5 with two services

Careful planning, creative visioning and solid
support of our growing congregation will need to
carry into the next year. The question remains as
to whether we will move to two services weekly or
will continue with the current plan of having only
one service on Sundays with a past history of

Women’s Lunch Place

A Share the Plate on behalf of the Women's Lunch
Place took place at the Sunday service on June
12, 2016. A total of $2,069.00 was collected and
sent to the Women's Lunch Place in Boston for
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lower attendance. In addition to the number of
services, the structure of the service itself (for
example, the formats for Joys, Sorrows and
Concerns and experiential worship services) will
take time and energy to plan and to accomplish.
WMAT will continue to examine and respond
sensitively and proactively, and offers itself as the
hub for working through the opportunities and
challenges that come with congregational
growth.

current needs of the community. At the October
Program Council meeting, it was agreed that the
task force would continue to work through the
2016-17 church year to operate adult programs
and propose a governance structure to continue
beyond this year.
One of the signature achievements is the “Food
for Thought” program, which has been running
on the third Thursday of each month since
January. Adapted from a similar program called
“Eat, Pray, Learn” offered at the Sterling UU
church, the idea is to have a monthly meal
accompanied by an activity that would help
meet the need for continuing spiritual
development among our adult members. We
started off in January with “What We Talk About
When We Talk about God.” In February the topic
was “Truth and Reconciliation,” in March
“Learning from Black Lives Matter,” in April
“Climate Change” and in May it will be “We Are
What We Sing.” The Adult Programs Task Force
has taken the lead in coordinating the food
preparation while others have been recruited
either on an ad-hoc basis or from an existing
committee for the programming content. Our
staff have also played a strong role. Susanne has
provided the bulk of the organizational support
and publicity, Claire chaired the program at the
January event, Deb offered curriculum ideas,
and Tyler will lead the program in May.
A sub-team was formed recently to address the
governance issues. The team will meet with Claire
and develop a recommendation to take to
Program Council early in the fall of 2017.

Music
WMAT has had the pleasure of supporting Follen’s
new director of music, Tyler Turner, as he
shepherds the congregation into ever deepening
experiences with music in worship. Tyler has
learned a lot about Follen, and through his eyes,
WMAT has learned a lot about Follen as well! It
has become clear that if being “the music
congregation,” is a priority for Follen, then
expanded support (staff, space, compensation)
for the music program will likely need to be a
priority as well.
We thank the following individuals for their service
as ushers during the 2016-2017 church year: Lynn
Arenella, Kathy Blake, John Griffith, Cas
Groblewski, Brad Howe, Mark Metzger, Gerry
Mimno, John Phelan, Chris Seashore, and Steve
Sofen.
WMAT members: Rev. Claire Feingold Thoryn, Tyler
Turner, music director, Tom Blumenthal, Gordon
Hardy, Kathy Hoben, Amy Horsburgh, David
Jacobson, Andrea Paquette, Louisa Pepper,
Lynne Stinson, Lydia Swan

Summer Adult Programs Task Force Members:
Maggie Herzig, Betsy Leutz, Gerry Mimno, Jane
Spickett, Margaret Micholet, Amy Newmark,
Leslie Stebbins, Andre Paquette, Susanne
Intriligator and Sally Cassells

Respectfully submitted,
Laura Maltby and Melissa Howe

ADULT PROGRAMS TASK FORCE

Adult Programs Operation Team:
Wilma Ronco, Harriet Peterson, Maggie Herzig,
Gerry Mimno, Alison Baron, Susanne Intriligator
and Sally Cassells

ln the spring of 2016, a task force was formed to
develop a proposal for the development of a
well-coordinated process for planning and
publicizing adult programs. The task force held 3
meetings between May and August and
reached a consensus on the preliminary charter
for a group that included recommendations for
the composition of the group and describes
processes for 1) ensuring that adult programs are
coordinated and publicized 2) generating new
adult programs and 3) performing a periodic
review of adult programs to ensure they meet the
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a series of community-wide discussions on the
impact of growth and change at Follen. Some of
these issues are right in front of us. For example,
how do we fit more people into the church?
Others are not so clear. How does a growing
membership impact our relationships with one
another? How do we accommodate a
congregation whose time is pressed on all fronts,
yet a growing Follen is demanding more
volunteer hours? What are the logistical
challenges as we grow and change old
procedures? And most importantly, how do we
grow spiritually, enrich our lives, and work for
justice and the betterment of society?

FOLLEN CHURCH
ANNUAL PLAN 2017-18
As approved by Program Council
There can be no doubt that Follen is a busy and
bustling community. Over the past several years
we have seen continued growth in our
membership. It is an exciting time to be at Follen
and we can expect this to continue for the
foreseeable future. Follen continues to be blessed
with the ministry of the Rev. Claire Feingold
Thoryn. As she begins her fifth year at Follen, her
ministry continues to grow and challenge us. Her
sermons and monthly themes give us structure as
we go about our daily lives and our own life
journeys. It is a ministry that enriches us both as
individuals and as a community. Claire’s ministry
extends beyond our Sunday services and into the
community, where she is a leader of faith and
principle.

It is highly likely that many of you have recently
encountered the challenges of growth and
change at Follen. All Follenites will be
encouraged to engage in the discussions that will
cover many areas of interest and perspectives.
The Stewardship Campaign this year broke the
$500,000 barrier and as such we were able to
fund most of the budget requests. Most notably
the staffing and equity compensation increases.
We have added additional administrative
support hours for community engagement and
religious education. We have made significant
advancement in bringing our music accompanist
and soloist staff compensation up to a more
competitive level. We also increased the hours for
our youth programs advisor.

We will continue to uphold Follen’s “Declaration
of Conscience” to affirm our profound
commitment to the fundamental principles of
justice, equity and compassion, to truth and core
values of American society. This is an
extraordinary time in our nation’s history. We are
called to uphold our Unitarian Universalist
Principles and our commitment to translate our
values into action as we stand on the side of love
with the most vulnerable among us.
The Capital Campaign will proceed into active
mode next year with a plan to raise around $1.5
to $2 million. The number one priority, as
recognized by the membership, is universal
access. To achieve the vision “that any person
attending Follen could move to any place in the
building without any assistance from another
person.” This is followed by the category “more
room”, and upgrades to the Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning systems. All while reducing
Follen’s carbon footprint and making Follen
“greener”. The Capital Campaign Committee will
continue their dedicated and time consuming.
We are excited to see the work of architect
Maryann Thompson and the vision of an
improved space at Follen.

The 2016-2017 church year was marked as a year
of transitions – both planned and unplanned. With
leadership changes in music, RE, and the
departure of our ministerial intern, this has most
notably impacted Follen youth, who have had to
adjust to many changes. These changes have
been hard and we will continue to support both
our youth and staff leaders in the coming year.
Music Director Tyler Turner begins his second year
at Follen. We have only just begun to experience
Tyler’s impact at Follen, and this coming year we
will see Tyler further shape the music traditions at
Follen. As we have seen, there are many ways to
connect music with our UU tradition. It is exciting
to hear new repertoire, different instruments, and
sing different hymns and songs.

With the Capital Campaign addressing our
physical growth needs, this presents the
community with the opportunity to more deeply
consider broader growth and change issues for
Follen. Next year, we will engage in a retreat and

Interim Director of Religious Education Deborah
Weiner will continue at Follen for a second year.
In the Fall a search committee will be formed to
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find a permanent DRE. Deb will continue to work
with the Religious Education Action team to
define our RE programs and help us to develop a
sustainable RE program for the future.

for Nonprofits program, which requires that
church organizations that are automatically
considered tax-exempt under group exemption
must still obtain recognition of 501(c)(3) tax
exemption from the IRS to qualify for the program.
Google for Nonprofits provides free access to GSuite. Implementing an office and business
management suite such as Google G-Suite will
move all of Follen’s business onto its own servers
and ensure that digital assets, such as email and
documents used to conduct Follen business, are
in fact owned and protected by Follen.

Director of Community Engagement Rev.
Susanne Skubik Intriligator will continue to build
upon the work she has started this past year. The
new monthly “Food for Thought” program was
launched to great success and we look forward
more engaging and stimulating sessions next
year. Much work has been done to update
Follen’s database that is a central repository to
build Follen’s community engagement. This
coming year, Susanne will work with the
Community and Hospitality Action Team to take
a deep look at how to support our growing and
changing community, covering how we
welcome new Follenites, to cultivating our
personal relationships, and even how we
organize our community events.

PLANS
AND
GOALS
GOVERNANCE TEAM
•
•

Follen continues to promote an active social
justice agenda. This work has become
increasingly important with the rise of incidents of
hate and discrimination against minorities and
marginalised communities and groups. Follen has
declared itself a Sanctuary Congregation. A
group from Parish Board and other interested
Follenites are beginning the process of educating
themselves about and discerning how Follen
might best participate in the sanctuary
movement in cooperation with the Social Justice
Action Team.

•
•
•
•

Follen Responds to Racism committee has
drafted a congregational resolution specifically
addressing racism today, the Black Live Matters
movement, and our direct engagement in the
fight for civil rights and equality. Important work
where we put into action our UU principles.

FOR

THE

Continue to implement succession
planning across all action teams and
committees.
Encourage and support collaborations
across action teams and the practice of
action teams seeking input on initiatives
and reviewing proposals from other
teams.
Support
the
Capital
Campaign
Committee in its work to improve
accessibility and space usage at Follen.
Facilitate discussion of growth and
change issues at Follen, including our
spiritual growth.
Support the 501c(3) application process
and transition to G-Suite for Nonprofits.
Increase
familiarity
with
Follen’s
communications tools and practices to
promote engagement across all aspects
of our community.

ACTION-TEAM-SPECIFIC PLANS
BUILDING AND GROUNDS ACTION TEAM
(BGAT)
-

Summer services will be back again this year,
enabled in part by the Woburn Grant. Follen is a
wonderful place to visit even in the summer. Be
sure to attend.

-

The church will undertake to become a
recognized 501(c)(3) organization with the IRS.
Follen, being a religious organization, is not
required by the IRS to be 501(c)(3) recognized,
however, increasingly, free services from other
companies are only being offered to 501(c)(3)
organizations. This is most relevant to the Google

-
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Continue to maintain the Follen campus in
safe and attractive working order.
Work with the Capital Campaign
Committee as design plans emerge.
Complete Sanctuary attic ventilation
project.
Look to add another sign near Waldorf’s
street sign to direct drivers to the
Community Center entrance, as well as a
parking lot sign across the street that will
double as an updated Christmas Tree Lot
sign.

-

-

Continue to assess and improve space
usage at Follen, including nametag
storage and the vestibule coat rack.
Install new nametags display in the
vestibule

➢

➢

COMMUNITY & HOSPITALITY ACTION
TEAM (CHAT)

FINANCIAL & HUMAN
ACTION TEAM (FHRAT)

Connections Committee Goals:
-

-

-

Continue to explore ways to improve the
Sunday morning Host program, to ensure
that we are reaching out to all and
improving our response to the needs of
visitors/newcomers.
Take over responsibility of coordinating
Octagon dinners from the Social Events
Committee, experimenting with ways to
include newcomers
Host 2 New Member lunches after the fall
and spring New Member services
Work with the other committee in the
Community and Hospitality Action Team
to achieve greater integration as an
Action Team

-

-

Social Events Goals:
-

-

-

Continue to evaluate and perfect the
workflow and harmony of our new
practice of two coffee hours on the days
we have two services.
Work with the new Director of Community
Engagement and other action teams to
support Follen's mission of creating a more
welcoming and engaged congregation
with key social events and a welcoming
experience at coffee hour.
Work with Director of Community
Engagement to recruit more coffee elves
and Social Events Members to better
support
Follen’s
welcoming
and
engagement mission.

-

-

➢

RESOURCES

Support Follen’s application for a Letter of
Determination of 501(c)(3) status from the
IRS, so that the church may subscribe to
Google for Nonprofits and enjoy other
benefits of non-profit status.
Work with the REAT to support hiring of a
permanent
Director
of
Religious
Education.
Support the work of the Capital
Campaign Committee.
Maintain support for ongoing operations
through major fundraisers (East Village
Fair, Christmas Tree sales and Goods and
Services
Auction)
and
a
robust
Stewardship drive, recognizing that the
Capital Campaign may affect these
efforts.
Work with other Action Teams, staff,
Program Council and Parish Board to
understand how growth affects the
congregation, so that we may plan
ahead for appropriate staffing and
program funding.
Refine coordination between community
engagement/connections
and
stewardship efforts so that members and
friends understand, and participate in,
financial support of the mission of our
church.

PASTORAL CARE ACTION TEAM (PCAT)
•

Communication Goals:
➢

Ensure Action Team Communication
representatives are trained in the use of
new web tools.
Explore ways to more efficiently and
effectively use our communication
vehicles to have a more welcoming and
engaged congregation

Work with Action Team Communication
representatives to ensure engagement of
the congregation in pastoral work, social
events, community building, spiritual
development and social justice activities.
Provide training sessions to develop
broader
awareness
of
Follen’s
Communications Policies.

•
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In collaboration with our Minister, Director
of Community Engagement and other
professional
staff,
provide
the
congregation with caring spiritual and
practical support as well as opportunities
for deeper interpersonal connection and
learning.
Ensure that pastoral care at Follen is:
responsive to ongoing and changing
needs, delivered with compassion and

•

•

•

skill, and coordinated to avoid both gaps
and duplication.
Toward these ends, continue to foster
collaboration among PCAT subgroups,
with other action teams and with Follen
staff.
In an effort to ensure that all support
groups
and
their
respective
facilitators/leaders get the help they need
to start and sustain their groups, PCAT will
maintain and implement a set of
guidance documents and resources
(developed in 2016).
Additionally, PCAT has appointed 5
members to serve as support group
resource liaisons to those working with
small groups at Follen. PCAT also provides
training on group process which will be
repeated annually and will procure books
for the Follen library on topics of pastoral
care interest. PCAT will also use its
programs and resource funds for speakers
and discussion groups that provide
education and support and, in some
cases, bring to light shared needs to which
PCAT can respond. Specifically, PCAT
intends to offer new programs on grief
and bereavement as well as other life
transitions and issues.

▪

▪

▪

▪

Lay Ministry
o

o
o

Caring Congregation Committee

❖ Continue fund-raising efforts for the
Minister’s Discretionary Fund for families
with children with special needs.
❖ Disseminate curriculum: Life Planning for
Adult Children with Special Needs and
organize workshop(s) on this topic.
❖ With the Religious Education Team,
develop a buddy system for children
within the congregation who have
special needs.
❖ Provide support for development of new
and continuing groups and activities as
needed.

o

▪

Provide timely support to those facing
challenges, ranging from simple but
meaningful single contacts to more
extended and complex support, focusing
on spiritual matters.
Make referrals as appropriate (e.g., to
VSN and support groups).
Write pastoral prayers, lead and follow-up
on the Joys, Sorrows and Concerns
expressed at Sunday worship services.
Continue to work with others on the
Pastoral Care Action Team to provide
resources for safety and interpersonal
needs, to discern needs in the community
and to plan programs on topics of interest
such as grief and bereavement.

Support Groups and Affinity Groups
This year, PCAT oversaw 3 support groups which
will continue to meet regularly as long as
participants continue to have interest in meeting
as well as 2 new affinity groups. These groups are:
- Support Group for those with Elderly
Parent(s)
- Support Group for Living Well with a
Chronic Illness or Condition
- Support Group for Caregivers of Someone
with a Serious Illness
- Men’s Group – an open (affinity group) for
men that meets weekly at Follen

Covenant Groups
▪

Work with the minister’s monthly church
wide themes and spiritual exercises and
incorporate them in Covenant Group
sessions.
Encourage
wider
congregational
participation by posting the monthly
Covenant Group session on the Follen
website, distributing the Covenant Group
brochure to all newcomers, and by
welcoming interested adults to join
Covenant Groups throughout the year.
With the assistance of the Director of
Community
Engagement,
begin
developing an online database of
resources and references for Covenant
Group writers.
Offer a workshop for the benefit of
Covenant Group leaders and, when
appropriate, open it to other leaders in
the church community.

Continue to offer members opportunities
to form strong bonds and deepen their
spirituality through monthly meetings,
based on the principles of confidentiality
and sacred listening.
Provide the logistical framework and
support for Follen’s small group ministry.
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-

Retirement Lunch and Dinner Groups –
affinity group(s) for people who are retired
or are considering retirement.

o

Volunteer Service Network (VSN)
➢

➢

o

Continue to publicize the availability of
VSN and encourage congregation
members to ask for help when they need
it.
Promote use of “Lotsa Helping Hands”
website to organize needs and providers.

o

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ACTION TEAM

Follen Responds to Racism

REAT will:
▪ Support the DRE Search Committee in
their search for a new Director of Religious
Education.
▪ Plan and implement a new team-based
teacher scheduling and engagement
model with enhanced support for RE
teachers,
also
provide
greater
recognition of RE teachers.
▪ Begin to implement a curriculum plan that
aligns with goals focusing on pillars
including UU Vales, Judeo-Christian history
and teachings, World Religions, and social
justice to be implemented in a rotating
year age-appropriate plan.
▪ Refocus our commitment to connection
events for parents and families at Follen to
come together in fellowship. Potential
ideas include family bingo and movie
nights, COA for parents of youth
participating in COA, parent panels and
information sessions, etc.
▪ Continue reaching out to and seeking
input from RE stakeholders (e.g. past RE
co-chairs, youth, teachers, parents,
action teams, staff)
▪ Enhance the focus on elementary school
children at Follen including building in
special activities and milestones by age/
grade
▪ Strengthen connection between RE and
other Follen action teams

Follen Responds to Racism will continue to help
individuals, families, the congregation, and the
wider community understand and work towards
racial justice. Key activities will include:
- Working with Religious Education to assess
and raise, as needed, the focus on racial
justice and discrimination.
- Continue the Anti-racist Book Group.
- Hold classes and/or forums on key racial
justice issues; promote advocacy; and
more.
If the FRR resolution “Advancing Follen Church as
an Antiracist Congregation” passes at the May
24, 2017, Annual Meeting, we will also form a
team to determine the most appropriate method
and wording of a sign or banner to put on Follen’s
property affirming that black lives matter.

Gun Violence Prevention Group
➢
➢

➢

➢

SOCIAL JUSTICE ACTION TEAM (SJAT)
Overall goals
o

Support Rev. Claire and members of
Follen who want to start or participate in
initiatives to promote education about
issues important to the congregation.
Deepen our understanding of differences
among people and build alliances across
differences, including
race, sexual
orientation, gender identity, social class,
physical ability, and nationality.
Research new outside organizations
whose activities we will support through
Share-the- Plate and other fund-raising
activities.

To strengthen pathways for congregants
to lead and participate in actions related
to social justice issues that are important
to our community.

Further educate the Follen Community
about gun violence issues.
Seek to increase the number of
congregants who join the GVPG, work on
lobbying campaigns, and attend gun
violence prevention or peace events,
such as the Mother’s Day Walk for Peace.
Strengthen ties with organizations that
promote alternatives to violence among
at-risk youth.
Continue to work with the Massachusetts
Coalition to Prevent Gun Violence, of
which the Follen Church is a member, to
advance
legislation
and
other
governmental policies to prevent gun
violence.

Kiva Micro-Loan Program
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▪

▪

▪

▪

Expand volunteer and participant base –
A significant number of Follen members
and friends participate in Kiva on a yearly
basis. We hope to maintain that monetary
participation but expand the number of
those working on our committee.
We introduced FUUY to Kiva last year; our
presentation received positive response
and FUUY
members were able to make loans of
interest to them. We hope to engage in a
similar activity this year.
Reloaning - We will be working on ways to
reloan the corpus that we have created
based on paid back loans. There are a
variety of ways we can reloan these
funds. We plan to explore various options
and evaluate.

o

o
o

o

Partner Church Committee
➢
➢

Urban Ministry Congregational Team

➢

Next year we plan to:
-

-

-

Organize social justice service trips to New
Orleans, Louisiana (NOLA): for adults in
November, and for multi-generational
group in April.
Fund-raise to help with costs of rebuilding
and travel scholarships for service trips.
Work with the Director of Religious
Education and others to evaluate future
social justice service trips for Follen youth
to NOLA or elsewhere.
Maintain archive of the multiple social
justice trips of youth and adults to the Gulf
since April, 2006.
Continue to foster people to people
relationships.
Continue financial support to our partner
congregation.
Increase awareness in our congregation
of what it means to be in partnership

Lexington Interfaith Garden

Build on our work this year to build and
strengthen a solid core of Follen members
who are committed to the Urban Ministry.
Continue to encourage Follen members
to connect with the UUUM –through
volunteer activities, programs that occur
at the Urban Ministry and events that
Follen initiates (for example the Ice Cream
Social). These will be regularly publicized
in the newsletter and through our general
email list.
Develop ways to make it easier for Follen
members to participate by offering
carpooling whenever possible.
Have regular bimonthly meetings of the
Urban Ministry Congregational Team. At
these meeting we plan to feature a short
“talk” by someone who has participated
in an event or a program, or invite a UUUM
staff member to speak with us.
Encourage members who might be
interested in historical preservation to visit
the renovate meeting house.
Continue the Roxbury Connections
Program, making accessible to Follen
members Roxbury’s rich history and art
community and thus developing more
ease in visiting Roxbury and the Urban
Ministry.

Follen will continue to support the Lexington
Interfaith Garden. Support will come in the form
of both cash and volunteer labor.
Follen will pay its membership share of capital
and provide at least 2 volunteers twice a month
during the growing season (April through
October).

Welcoming
Committee
•
•
•

Congregation

Coordinating

Support the defeat of the 2018 ballot
initiative to rescind transgender rights in
the state.
Sustain affirming LGBTQ environment at
Follen.
Re-evaluate committee’s mission, identify
areas of outstanding need, revitalize with
new membership.

The Sally & Dennis Brown Fund for Youth
Social Justice Training

The Sally and Dennis Brown Fund for Youth Social
Justice Training, established by SJAT in 2014,
provides scholarships to support Follen young
people (under age 26) to participate in social
justice activities and training in the issues and
processes for effecting change, consistent with
the principles of Unitarian Universalism.

Rebuilding Communities (Gulf Relief)

During the 2017–2018 church year the Brown Fund
Steering Committee plans to:
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▪

▪

▪

▪

Expand outreach to Follen high school
and college-aged youth, their families
and Follen leadership to increase
awareness of the the Brown Fund as a
resource, including providing information
about available social justice activities
and training programs.
Continue to support prior recipients of
Brown Fund scholarships in sharing their
learnings with the Follen community.
Work with FUUY and MSYG to utilize Brown
Fund scholarships for individual and group
social justice training opportunities.
Recruit new members to the Brown Fund
Steering Committee

➢

RESOLUTION:
ADVANCING FOLLEN CHURCH AS AN
ANTI-RACIST CONGREGATION
WHEREAS, as Unitarian Universalists we strive for
justice, equity, and compassion in human
relations;

Books for Chelsea
-

Be responsive, sensitive and proactive as
we
continue
to
experience
congregational growth, working with
choirs and other constituencies to
accommodate needs and support
aspirations.

WHEREAS, allowing injustice to go unchallenged
violates our Unitarian Universalist principles, as
individuals and as a congregation; and

Continue to collect used children’s books
to be given to the patients of the Chelsea
Health Center.
With money from Follen’s budget, the
health center will buy new languageappropriate books that are given to
children ages 1-5 at their well-child care
visits.

WHEREAS, an array of present-day inequities in
the United States have deep roots in centuries of
harm and racist rationalizations and falsehoods
purporting that Black lives matter less and have
less intrinsic value and inherent dignity than
others’; and

Lex Eat Together
Follen will continue to support the serving people
in need of a healthy meal or of companionship at
Church of our Redeemer in Lexington Center.
Follen will provide both volunteers and financial
support.

WHEREAS, in an analysis of shootings by police in
2015, unarmed black men accounted for 40
percent of the fatal shootings and were seven
times as likely as white men to die from police
gunfire; and

Sunday’s Bread

WHEREAS, mass incarceration fueled by for-profit
prisons and racially biased law enforcement and
judicial practices drive the disproportionate
imprisonment of Black and Brown Americans; and

Maintain volunteer awareness and support while
the program is in hiatus.
Prepare for renewed volunteer participation
when the program resumes.

WORSHIP
(WMAT)
➢

➢

➢

&

MUSIC

ACTION

WHEREAS, increasing numbers of American racial
justice activists, especially Black Americans, are
demanding
economic,
political,
legal,
educational, and other policy reforms in response
to sustained and increasingly visible violence and
institutionalized
injustice
against
Black
communities and other people of color
communities; and

TEAM

Support the music program, paying
particular attention to space, staff and
compensation needs. Support and
collaborate with the music director to
leverage our reputation as “the music
congregation.”
Pilot and evaluate a new approach to
Joys, Sorrows and Concerns, to create
most meaningful worship experience for
the Follen congregation.
Support worship and music priorities in
capital campaign.

WHEREAS, the 2015 General Assembly Action of
Immediate Witness, the “Black Lives of Unitarian
Universalism” organization, and other Unitarian
Universalist People of Color organizations and
leaders have asked Unitarian Universalist
congregations to support the Black Lives Matter
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movement
and
organizations.

Black-led

racial

justice

resources and resolve to fight for a system of fair,
transformative, and restorative justice in which
the full humanity and dignity of all people are
recognized.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
1) Called by our faith, Follen Church will
commit to being an intentionally and
proactively antiracist congregation and
supporting the racial justice goals of the
broadly based Black Lives Matter
movement, as consistent with our
Unitarian Universalist principles;

FINANCIAL REPORTS
AUDITOR’S REPORT
Herman Marshall, Auditor

2) Follen will remain mindful of the
interconnected nature of racism and
other systems of oppression that impact all
people of color, as well as people based
on their class, sex, gender identity, sexual
orientation,
ability,
age,
culture,
nationality, religion, and language;

I have completed the auditor’s examination of
the church’s financial records for the church year
2016-2017.
Church financial reports, bank
statements, payroll records and staff contract
letters were examined, along with back-up
documentation for a selection of receipts and
disbursement. I find that the financial records of
Follen Church are well-maintained and
organized. Financial end-of-year closeouts are
accurate and clearly handled. There is no longer
a need for on-hand petty cash for casual
expenditures, which all are reimbursed by check
(based on receipts) or use one of a few Follenspecific charge cards. This system makes it much
easier to keep track of contributions because all
cash is deposited and logged as received. There
is an appropriate balance of responsibilities and
activities between the Follen Treasurer and the
Follen Administrator.
Charge card bills are
handled in a straightforward way and for
appropriate
circumstances.
The
financial
statements presented in the Annual Report
present an accurate picture of Follen’s finances.
I especially thank Sarah Garner for her helpfulness
and for the collection, organization, and
transparency of the church’s financial records.

3) As an act of public witness, in a process
overseen by Parish Board, Follen Church
will indicate its support for racial justice by
placing a sign or banner that includes the
words “black lives matter” on its property;
4) Follen’s Social Justice Action Team,
including the Follen Responds to Racism
team, and others will communicate to the
wider community the reasons why Follen
commits to affirming that Black lives
matter;
5) Follen will provide ongoing, intentional
learning spaces for Follen members and
friends and the wider community to
deepen understanding of racism in the
United States and to organize for racial
justice;

-- Herman Marshall

6) Follen will commit to raising antiracist
children;

TRUSTEES REPORT

David Garbarino, Pritesh Gandhi, and Carl Byers,
Trustees

7) Follen
will
seek
opportunities
to
collaborate with local, state, and national
organizations working for racial justice,
including
the
Lexington
Police
Department and other law enforcement
agencies.

Follen’s invested resources represent funds that
are dedicated for the purpose of meeting the
current and longer-term interests of the church.
The trustees have an independent responsibility of
stewardship over this gift from the past to the
future. They are responsible for balancing growth
and long term sustainability with church requests
by ensuring that short-term needs do not make
undue claims on long-term resources; that funds

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Follen Church
recognizes that the fight for civil rights and
equality is as necessary today as it was decades
ago, and that it has an opportunity to use its
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are invested prudently; that spending from
endowment is for appropriate purposes; and that
this generation of Follen membership follows its
predecessors’ tradition of mindfulness toward the
needs of the future.

were made or requested by Follen Church for this
fund.
2. Special Funds
Follen also has four funds devoted to specific
purposes:
1. The Louise Curtis Fund was established to
honor Louise Curtis and is dedicated to
supporting Follen’s music program by
covering expenditure over and above
what the regular operating budget
permits. It may not be used to cover
salaries or the purchase of musical scores.
During 2016 contributions totaling $500
were made to this Fund. A withdrawal of
$900 was made to support Palm Sunday
instrumentalists in 2016.

Resources Held in Trust for Follen
There are two categories of resources held in trust
for Follen:
1. Endowment Funds
Endowments are pools of resources meant to
provide a steady stream of funding for some longterm purpose through returns on invested funds.
Annual disbursement, if not established by the
funds charter, is determined by the trustees using
a sustainable formula, which includes investment
return over a period of years. When earnings
exceed spending, reinvested earnings expand
the endowment and promise greater future
earnings. Spending in excess of earnings,
conversely, implies erosion of the invested
principal and a loss in permanent earning power.
Rather than ramping disbursements sharply up
and down as earnings shift with market
conditions, it is generally considered good
practice to maintain annual spending from
endowment at a level that matches prudent
estimates of average long-term earnings. Often a
target payout rate of between 4 and 5 percent is
considered appropriate—lower if the goal is to
augment the invested principal, higher if a steady
or shrinking endowment is envisaged.

2. The Stoneham Organ Fund is dedicated
exclusively to paying the expenses of one
or more organ concerts per year to be
performed on the Stoneham organ. The
terms of this fund also permit loans to pay
for organ repairs and maintenance, but
any such loans must be repaid.
3. The Barbara Marshman Fund is pledged
to the support of Follen’s religious
education programs.
4. The Beals Fund like the Heritage Fund, is to
be used for the repair and maintenance
of the church buildings.
The combined value of these special funds at the
end of 2016 was $394,564 having grown 7.4% from
the previous year. Overall, the combined value of
the endowment and special funds grew 5.9% in
2016.

Follen has two endowment funds established and
managed under the terms of The Follen Church
1980 Trust: The Programs Fund, the largest
category of resources held in trust, is dedicated
to earning investment returns to support the
general programs and activities of the church. As
of December 2017, that fund had $428,458
having grown 4.8% 0ver the last calendar year.
For the upcoming budget year, the trustees have
made available $20,500 from this fund. At this
time the funds have not been disbursed.

Fossil Fuel Industry Divestment
In 2015 the Follen Society voted to divest from
fossil fuel stocks over the next five years. In
consideration of the trustee’s responsibilities, to
the funds under their charge, the trustees have
continued to explore a strategy of divesting the
churches holdings. Divestment from Fossil fuels is
complicated by the fact that the various Trust
accounts are invested in mutual funds which
amongst their portfolio holdings, may include
corporations who participate in the fossil fuel
industry. Additionally, mutual funds that maintain
an investment strategy of being “Green”
generally have higher acquisition and operating
fees and lower returns when compared to
common indices. In June of 2016, the trustees

The Heritage Fund, unlike the more general
Programs Fund, has the narrower mission of
providing enduring support for the preservation,
restoration, and improvement of Follen’s
buildings, equipment, facilities and grounds. The
Heritage Fund, stood at $318,634 at the close of
2016, having grown 5.6% over the previous
calendar year. During this year, no disbursements
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made a modest rebalance and sold shares of a
fund with fossil fuel holdings and purchased
shares of a “green” fund. This initial move was
designed as test case which would be monitored
for its performance. For the 9 months ending
3/31/17, this “green” investment had a return of
9.4% as compared to the Russell 1000, a
comparable index, which grew 17.4% over the
same period. While the sample “Green” fund
lagged behind the index, the return achieved
was notable. The trustees are exploring several
strategies to continue to limit Follens’ exposure to
the fossil fuel industry while maintaining a focus on
value preservation and growth.

Strengthening Follen’s Endowment
Follen’s endowment is relatively small for a church
of its size, and the trustees continue to feel that
endowment growth is an important long-term
goal. Given endowment spending, substantial
growth is unlikely to come from investment returns
alone.
To
shore
up
Follen’s
financial
underpinnings for future decades, we encourage
Follen’s members to consider joining The Legacy
Society. This society is comprised of those who
have included Follen in their estate planning.
Legacy Society members have named Follen in
their wills, or as a beneficiary of a trust, annuity or
life insurance policy. Additionally, Follen might
consider a capital campaign in the future
allocating proceeds to the endowment principle.

Trustee Administration
The trustees continue to spend a significant
amount of time each year addressing the
necessary exchange of control of the Fidelity
accounts from previous trustees. This challenges
has been ongoing for a long period of time. The
issue has been discussed with Fidelity and from an
account transfers perspective there is no viable
alternative to the paperwork they require. The
trustees have identified some steps that can be
taken in 2017 to increase the speed with which
this process takes place, including working with
the same Fidelity representative over a period of
time so that individual is familiar with the church
and its rotating Trustee practice. At a minimum,
the church would be well served if one or more of
the full-time staff were a Notary. Additionally,
regular access to external legal counsel on a
limited basis may also be a valued asset. Further
thought should be given to this process in the
future.

-- David Garbarino, Pritesh Gandhi, and Carl Byers
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Follen Church Society
Endowment Report
12/31/15

9/30/16

12/31/16

3/29/17

CY 15-CY16
12 month

12/16 - 3/17
3 month

12/16 - 3/17
3 month

Change %

Change $$

Change %

Program Fund

392,512

412,166

411,526

428,458

4.8%

16,932

4.1%

Herritage Fund

288,372

303,442

304,530

318,634

5.6%

14,103

4.6%

Special Funds
Louise Curtis
Barbara Marshman
Stoneham Organ

297,732

313,726

321,655

341,319

8.0%

19,664

6.1%

69,831

73,152

72,909

74,306

4.4%

1,397

1.9%

1,048,447

1,102,486

1,110,620

1,162,717

5.9%

52,096

4.7%

Beals Fund

Total

Follen Church Social Justice Giving FY14 - FY17

$
$
$

$
$

2013-14
300
3,000
53

3,635
2,014

$

2014-15

2,109

2,710

2,246

$

$

4,418

1,904

$

920

$

$

2,086

463

$

$

1,919

1,324

$

$

2,196

3,854

$

920

$

$

1,952

2,111

2,396

740

$

$

$

$

2015-16

6,081
874

$

$

4,369

2,069

2,821

874
3,013

$

$
$

$
$

$

$

$

$
$

$

2,023

1,855

3,040

465
2,552

1,364

2016-17

• Follen congregants' donations for social justice causes in addition to social justice spending planned through the operating budget •
Includes numbers through April 30, 2017
MONETARY DONATIONS
Jewish Alliance for Law & Social Action, Inc.: individual collection for gun violence prevention coalition
Cradles to Crayons: concert by Dan Goodman and Friends co-sponsored by Social Justice Action Team
Amnesty International: miscellaneous donations given during letter-writing event at coffee hour
Save the Children: Nepal Earthquake Children's Relief Fund - Share the Plate worship service collection
International Rescue Committee to aid those fleeing conflict and natural disasters - Share the Plate
Union of Concerned Scientists: science for a healthy planet and safer world - Share the Plate collection
Christmas trees for families in need, through Town of Lexington Youth and Family Services
Partners in Health: aid for Haitians affected by Hurricane Matthew - Share the Plate collection
Ceres: mobilizing business leadership for a sustainable world - Share the Plate collection
KIVA Micro-Loans: micro-loans to individual entrepreneurs around the world, including the U.S.
UUA: assistance to UU ministers
UU Mass Action Network: organizes UU congregations to work for social justice - Share the Plate
Brazilian Immigrant Center: advocates for rights of the Brazilian and Latino/a immigrant communities
Worship service collection - Share the Plate
Lift Up Lexington: offers help, hope and friendship to families living in transitional housing in Lexington
Individual collection for Charlie Cards (FY14); Worship service collection - Share the Plate (FY15)
Médecins Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders: delivers emergency medical care around the world
Worship service collection - Share the Plate
Monarch Watch: works to protect monarch habitats with conservation, education and research
Worship service collection - Share the Plate
LGBT Asylum Task Force in Worcester: sanctuary for people persecuted due to their sexual orientation
Worship service collections - Share the Plate
Saturday's/Sunday's Bread: serves free hot meals to people in need in Boston every weekend day
Worship service collections - Share the Plate (program suspended in 2015)
Waltham House: offers a safe home for LGBT youth who are rejected by their families
Worship service collection - Share the Plate
Women's Lunch Place: a daytime refuge in the Back Bay for women who are poor and homeless
Worship service collections - Share the Plate
350Mass Better Future Project: building a social movement to confront the climate crisis
Worship service collection - Share the Plate
Louis D. Brown Peace Institute: serves as a center of healing, teaching and learning for families and
communities dealing with murder, trauma, grief and loss
Individual collection in FY14, Share the Plate collections in FY15 and FY16

$

2,530 $
2,369 $
8,328 $

3,409

844
2,542
9,426

3,531

$
$
$

$

3,300
2,585
18,336

3,809

UU Urban Ministry: seeks to unite communities and transform individuals through programs in education,
service, and advocacy from its base in Roxbury
5,160

$
$
$

$

Worship service collections - Share the Plate $

3,062
2,596
18,751

Gulf Relief: provides supplies, equipment and travel assistance for teams of youth and adult volunteers to help
repair the damage from Hurricane Katrina
$
$
$

Groceries
Books

6,000
2,358
1,735
49,422

Groceries
Books

6,400 $
2,969 $
1,980 $
47,792 $

3,600 $
4,371 $
3,077 $
59,152 $

Groceries
Books

Books
Knitwear

280

$

Books
Knitwear

$

2,575

$

12,484

2 afternoons

2,700

$

52wks/yr
~10wks/yr
~8 classes

3,075

$

52wks/yr
~10wks/yr
-

100

10,624

52wks/yr
~10wks/yr
~22wks/yr

Books
Knitwear
Scarves

6,500 $
5,317 $
2,253 $
55,440 $

$
$
$
$

Fundraisers (FUUY coffee house, soup sales) and miscellaneous donations
Worship service collections - Share the Plate
Trip participants' fees, including airfare, housing costs
Partner Church: financial assistance for people in Alsofelsoszentmihaly, Transylvania, Romania
Student scholarships
Worship service collections - Share the Plate - plus miscellanous donations
Fundraisers - soup and note card sales (might not be final for current year)
Monetary Donations for Social Justice Causes Outside of Follen - Yearly Totals (not final for current year)
DONATIONS OF GOODS

52wks/yr
~10wks/yr
~22wks/yr

Lexington Food Pantry, Bristol Lodge Groceries
More Than Words Bookstore & Café
Books
Guests of Women's Lunch Place and Sunday's Bread Toiletries
Reach Out and Read, a program to provide books to children in Chelsea
Books
Children and youth in Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Paraguay, guests of Rosie's Place in Boston Knitwear
"No-sew" polarfleece scarves for people in need made by children in RE class November 2016
Holiday "care packages" of gift cards and toiletries for 14 youth in transitional housing in Worcester
Holiday gifts to Renewal House, Dept. of Children and Families, Dept. of Youth Services, Hildebrand Family Self$
2,925
Help Center (Estimated value)
DONATIONS OF SPACE
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings: reduced rent for two weekly, year-round groups
Waldorf School: 8th grade sandwich-making project for meals program in Cambridge
English as a Second Language classes: Lexington Community Education adult program
"Days for Girls" Sew-A-Thon to create sustainable hygiene kits for girls and women around the globe
SUPPORT FOR FOLLEN CONGREGANTS

FUUY / GA: financial assistance for Follen youth attending the UUA General Assembly in June 2014 $
655
Minister's Discretionary Fund: financial help primarily for Follen congregants (not final for current yr) $
11,843 $
15,771 $
Brown Social Justice Youth Training Fund: financial support for the training of Follen youth in understanding
$
4,665 $
125 $
social justice issues and effecting change
Follen members, friends and employees give countless hours of time for social justice each year. Their efforts cannot be quantified.

Follen Church Society
755 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 02420

Profit & Loss Statement
July 2016 through April 2017
5/2/2017
9:04:31 AM
4-0000
Income
4-1000
Total Operating Revenue
4-1050
Annual Pledging
4-1100
Plate Collections & Donations
4-1150
Rental of Halls
4-1250
AT&T Rent
4-1300
Endowment Income/Interest
4-1310
Interest on Checking & Savings
4-1350
R.E. Registration Fees
Total Total Operating Revenue
4-8000
Special Events Revenues
4-8510
East Village Fair
4-8520
Christmas Tree Sales
4-8530
Service Auction
4-8540
Operetta
Total Special Events Revenues
4-9000
Other Revenue
4-9100
Prepaid Revenues-Repurposed
Total Income
6-0000
Total Operating Disbursements
6-1000
Office Operations
6-1050
Administrator Salary
6-1060
Administrator Expenses
6-1100
Postage
6-1110
Office Supplies & Expenses
6-1130
Office Printing
6-1150
Telephone & Internet
6-1160
Equipment Reserve
Total Office Operations
6-1900
FY2017 Non Budgeted Expenses
6-2000
Buildings & Grounds
6-2050
Sexton Salary
6-2075
Sunday Sexton & Sexton Subs
6-2090
Insurance
6-2110
B & G Maintenance & Supplies
6-2130
Utilities
6-2200
Building Reserve
6-2240
Audio Visual
Total Buildings & Grounds
6-3000
Ministry
6-3050
Parish Minister Salary
6-3055
Parish Minister's SECA
6-3060
Parish Minister Expenses
6-3070
Ministerial Coverage
Total Ministry
6-4000
Religious Education
6-4050
Director of RE Salary
6-4060
Director of R.E. Expenses
6-4075
Sunday R.E. Program Aide
6-4300
R.E. Supplies & Expenses
6-4350
Child Care - Nursery
6-4355
Paid Lead Teacher
6-4360
Youth Coordinator
Total Religious Education
6-5000
Other Programs
6-5050
Finance/Fund Drive
6-5100
Community Engagement Supp
6-5120
Dir Community Engagement Sal

$398,130
$13,105
$28,815
$24,507
$108
$1,439
$8,050
$474,154
$14,906
$15,093
$20,369
$2,347
$52,714
$1,345
$2,612
$530,825

$45,393
$163
$481
$3,164
$3,196
$1,577
$833
$54,806
$1,324
$17,029
$770
$10,269
$9,191
$9,867
$16,667
$495
$64,288
$76,789
$5,898
$6,198
$500
$89,385
$39,302
$3,273
$2,620
$7,960
$2,687
$910
$5,253
$62,003
$984
$832
$43,980

Follen Church Society
Profit & Loss Statement
July 2016 through April 2017
5/2/2017
9:04:31 AM
6-5126
6-5127
6-5155
6-5300
6-5350
6-5375
6-5541
6-5542
6-5545
6-5546
6-5547
6-5549
6-5552
6-5553
6-5555
6-5556
6-5557
6-5558
6-5560
6-5600
6-5605
6-5606
6-5615
6-5616
6-5617
6-5625
6-5650
6-5660
6-5780
6-5795
6-5905
6-6000
6-6050
6-6060
6-6085
6-6090
6-7000
6-7800
6-7910
6-7920
6-7940
6-7999
6-9000
6-9050
6-9160

DCE Professional Exp
DCE Assistant
Web Site Consultant
Communications Cmte
Social Events / Hospitality
Welcoming Congregation
Social Justice Team Admin Exp
Brown Youth Soc Justice Trning
Sunday's Bread
Books for Chelsea
Gun Violence Prevention Group
Income Inequality - Lex Eat
Urban Ministry
NOLA
Partner Church
Kiva Microbanking initiative
Non-Follen Initiatives
New Initiatives
Follen Responds to Racism
Worship Supplies
Guest Speakers - Worship
Summer Services Refreshments
Piano/Organ Maintenance
Instrumentalists
Music Library
Covenant Groups
Parish Board/Program Council
Staff Retreat
Caring Congregation
Pastoral Care Progs, Resources
Capital Campaign Expl Cmte
Total Other Programs
Music
Director of Music Salary
Director of Music Expenses
Soloists
Accompanists
Total Music
Employee Benefits
Payroll Taxes
Health Insurance
Employee Life & LTD Insurance
Retirement Plan Contr
Payroll Service Fees
Total Employee Benefits
Denominational Affairs
UUA Fair Share Pledge
Urban Ministry & LICA Memb Fee
Total Denominational Affairs
Total Total Operating Disbursements
Operating Profit

8-0000

Other Income

9-0000

Other Expenses
Net Profit / (Loss)

$2,846
$477
$1,035
$60
$744
$112
$334
$1,500
$500
$250
$145
$1,000
$332
$4,000
$1,500
$72
$100
$43
$400
$829
$2,600
$117
$833
$950
$1,658
$484
$290
$350
$400
$602
$6,659
$77,019
$39,913
$4,151
$14,950
$7,606
$66,620
$14,648
$6,295
$5,133
$18,797
$2,486
$47,358
$20,287
$250
$20,537
$483,342
$47,484

$47,484

Follen Church Society
755 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 02420

Balance Sheet
As of April 2017
5/2/2017
8:52:23 AM
1-0000 Assets
1-1000 Current Assets
1-1100
Cash On Hand
1-1101
Business Checking-Citizens
1-1102
Business Money Market-Citizens
1-1106
Brookline Money Market
1-1108
Brookline Bank CDs
1-1109
Webster Bank MMA and Checking
Total Cash On Hand
1-1300
Kiva Loans - Citizens Bank
1-1350
Kiva Loans - Seattle
1-1400
Minister's Discretionary Fund
1-1500
Due From Capital Campaign
Total Current Assets
Total Assets
2-0000 Liabilities
2-1000 Current Liabilities
2-1300
KivaLoans Citizens and Seattle
2-1350
Minister's Discretionary Fund
2-1400
Payroll Withholding
2-1430
FMed/FSoc Payable
2-1480
Employee Dental Withheld
2-1485
Employee 401K Withheld
2-1490
Emp Life/Disability Withheld
Total Payroll Withholding
2-1500
Accrued Employer Expenses
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
3-0000 Fund Surplus
3-1000 Cumulative Surplus
3-1010 Allocated Cumulative Reserve
3-1015 Property Tax Reserve
3-1100 Operating Reserve
3-1200 AT&T Reserve
3-1500 HR Reserve Fund
3-1600 Legal Representation Fund
3-2000 Transfer Funds
3-2050 Future Year Pledges Prepaid
3-2070 Woburn Grant FY18
3-3000 Current Surplus
3-4120 Building Reserve Fund
3-4130 Equipment Reserve Fund
3-4170 Partner Church Fund
3-4180 Landscape Bricks
3-4185 New Orleans Trip Fund
3-4190 Flower Fund
3-4200 Antiquities Reserve Fund
3-4300 Organ & Piano Maintenance Fund
3-4602 CHAT Events Reserve Fund
3-4604 Seder and Shabbat Dinner Fund
3-4607 Brown Youth SJ Training Fund
Total Fund Surplus
Total Liability & Equity

$53,457
$7,858
$2,998
$66,000
$124,335
$254,647
$603
$15,324
$7,095
$15,000
$292,668
$292,668

$15,926
$7,095
$565
($537)
($615)
($386)
($974)
($121)
$21,926
$21,926
$7,275
$4,000
$10,000
$64,186
$32,702
$15,000
$5,850
($1,000)
$29,286
$3,500
$47,484
$25,240
$5,456
$6,663
$1,052
$8,978
$394
$3,535
$807
($205)
$35
$504
$270,742
$292,668

Acct #

4-1050
4-1100
4-1150
4-1250
4-1300
4-1310
4-1350
4-8510
4-8520
4-8530
4-8540
4-9000
4-9100
4-9100
4-9100

6-1050
6-1060
6-1075
6-1080
6-1100
6-1110
6-1130
6-1150
6-1160

6-2050
6-2075
6-2090
6-2110
6-2130
6-2200
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REVENUE
Annual Pledging Gross
Annual Pledging Net
Plate Collections & Donations
Rental of Halls
AT&T Rent
Total Endowment Income
Interest on Checking & Savings
R.E. Registration Fees
East Village Fair
Christmas Tree Sale
Goods & Services Auction
Operetta
All other revenue sources
Transfer from Cumulative Surplus
Transfer from Reserves
Summer Funding / Woburn Grant
Total Receipts
EXPENSES

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

2013-14
Actual

2015-16
Actual

FY17 Mod
11/16 & 4/17
2017-18 Proposed Notes

Follen Church FY18 Proposed Budget
2014-15
Actual

505,098 committed as of 4/21/17
15,000
31,000
33,683
20,500
2,000
8,050
18,650
14,000
19,000
7,390
400
2,000
4,550
3,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

684,821

485,000
480,177
10,994
32,738
31,750
153
572
7,670
13,523
16,647
22,099
6,859
5,678
486,354 $
12,900 $
31,000 $
32,702 $
- $
1,800 $
7,670 $
18,650 $
14,000 $
18,000 $
7,390 $
340 $
7,364 $
$
4,300 $

407,186
407,532
12,805
33,809
23,000
147
861
6,180
22,768
13,124
13,000
6,103
470

642,470 $

84,027

1,609
$

$ 436,329 $
$ 436,324 $
$ 11,457 $
$ 33,973 $
$ 30,826 $
$
153 $
$
797 $
$
6,670 $
$ 16,212 $
$ 16,660 $
$ 20,847 $
$
5,612 $
$
5,548 $
$
1,400
$
1,046 $
630,467 $

650
4,500
6,100
2,200
1,000
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11,223 new: clerical support for RE and Comm. Engagement
600
5,100
6,800
2,000
500
71,130 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
598
4,244
6,173
2,265
1,000

21,076
1,290
12,500
13,000
14,800
20,000

68,027 $
$
$
$
$
$
$

21,618
900
13,500
13,000
14,800
20,000

19,501
900
12,301
13,010
10,939
20,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

539,799 $ 587,525 $

753
4,464
6,548
1,760
1,000

57,304
500

50,977 $
500 $
18,436 $

86,097 $

56,180 $
500 $

928
4,217
6,749
2,182
2,000

53,505 $
242 $

$
$
$

85,989 $

52,506 $
354 $
18,712

$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

Office Operations
Church Administrator Salary
Administrator Expenses
Communications Coord Salary
Admin Support to DRE and DCE
Postage
Office Supplies & Expenses
Printing
Telephone and Internet
Equipment reserve

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

Total Office Operations

16,303
900
11,166
12,933
12,803
17,000

18,830
825
10,755
10,520
14,291
20,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

Buildings and Grounds
Sexton Salary
Other sextons
Insurance
Maintenance and Supplies
Utilities: Gas and Water/Sewer
Building Reserve

Acct #
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Ministry
Parish Minister Salary
Minister's SECA (in lieu of FICA)
Parish Minister Prof Exp
Min Coverage July

Total Buildings and Grounds

6-2240 Audio Visual
6-2260 Landscaping
6-2265 Interior Furnishings & Art Gallery

6-3050
6-3055
6-3060
6-3070

Follen Church FY18 Proposed Budget

500 $

84,318

500

-

2017-18 Proposed Notes

200 $
500 $

FY17 Mod
11/16 & 4/17

365 $

83,866 $

2015-16
Actual

5,000 $
644 $
922 $

2014-15
Actual

959 $

78,582
93,177 $

2013-14
Actual
$
- $
317 $

96,941
7,416
7,755
500

80,538 $
$
$
$
$

- $
- $

-

95,041
7,271
7,603
500

72,064 $
93,177
7,128
6,919
500

$
$
$
$

92,333
6,988
7,308
500

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
90,880
6,884
7,155
500
10,200 $
1,590 $

$
$

$
$
$
$
9,000 $
2,475 $

112,613

$
$
105,419 $ 118,604 $

110,414 $

$

119,514
5,387 $

Total Ministry
$
$
$
$

54,413
5,387
2,822
10,356

$
$
$
$

56,100
5,610
2,956
13,000
750
3,515
1,896
1,780
874
- to be paid from Reserves if needed
10,320
96,801

51,999
5,199
2,490
8,909

50,573 $
5,057 $
3,510 $
10,100 $
$
3,555 $
1,165 $
2,400 $
$
420 $
6,520 $
83,300 $

55,141
5,514

$
$
$
$

$
$

1,900
2,850

1,971 $
980 $
1,325 $

$
$

1,401 $
755 $
1,145 $

54,060
5,406
3,468
2,175
3,600

5,300

$
$
$

15,023 $
165 $

44,081 $
4,273 $
$
6,071 $
2,766 $

1,200 $
3,300 $

70,705

Total Community Engagement

$
9,226 $
86,479 $

480 $
2,061 $

463 $
1,048 $

73,209 $

1,000

5,880 $
77,778 $
13,041 $
1,345 $

$
1,988 $

58,701
331 $

3,300 $

$
$

730 $
1,104 $

19,717 $

1,515 $

Religious Education
Director of RE Salary
$
49,999
DRE Prof. Expenses
$
5,319
Sunday R.E. Support Aide
$
2,128
RE Program Supplies & Expenses
$
7,977
Child Care for Special Events & Adult Programs
Sunday Nursery Supervisor
$
2,212
Sunday Nursery Assistants
$
858
Pre-K & K Class Teacher
$
Pre-K & K Class Asst
Special Needs Aide
Youth Programs Coordinator
$
2,890
Total Religious Education
$
71,383
Community Engagement & Social Events
Dir Comm Eng (Memb Coord) Sal
$
DCE (Memb Coord) Prof Exp
$
DCE Assistant
Web Site Consultant
$
Connections Supplies
$

1,520 $

$

6-3075 Student Minister Stipend
6-3077 Student Minister Prof Exp

6-4050
6-4060
6-4075
6-4300
6-4310
6-4350
6-4350
6-4355
6-4356
6-4357
6-4360

$

17,740 $

1,998

moved to line 6-1080 and shared with DRE

$

2,172 $

6-5300 Communications Committee
6-5350 Social Events Committee

6-5120
6-5126
6-5127
6-5155
6-5100

$

Other Action Teams & Nom Com
6-5050 Stewardship exp, incl Fund Drive

Updated 5/16/17

Acct #
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$
$

6,860 $

545 $
2,600 $

10,060 $

$
$
$
$

3,700 $

- $
400 $
500
500
1,500
1,000
1,000
250
400
2,000
1,740
4,000
250
1,500
350
320
500

1,500

100
400

2017-18 Proposed Notes

1,031 $
331 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY17 Mod
11/16 & 4/17

$
500
500
1,500
1,000
2,000
250
400
600
1,000
1,740
4,000
150
1,500
350
100
500

1,000
1,500
75
-

744 $
1,500 $
$

13,737 $

$

10,490 $

300
1,000
1,500
2,000
200

$
$
$
$

790 $
4,500 $
200 $

16,590 $

500 $

13,650

300
2,000
2,500
3,000

850
4,800
200

16,310

500

$
$
$
$
$
4,819 $
$
$
$
$

550
550
550
100

550
550
550
100

379
404
2,600
-

$
$
$
$

2,877
6,071
1,000
500
500
147
1,000
1,000
250
400
600
1,000
1,740
4,000
150
1,500
350
100
500
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2015-16
Actual

Follen Church FY18 Proposed Budget

391 $
- $

2014-15
Actual

- $
305 $

2013-14
Actual

2,477- $
$
240 $

$

2,389- $$
440 $
$
$
1,000 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

544 $
1,500 $

250
400
400
250
1,740
3,290
100
950
240
100
500
400

Total Social Justice
$
$

2,000
1,000
1,500
62
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Worship Supplies
Guest Speakers
Summer Services Refreshments
UUUM Joint Service

139
1,000
1,400
127
-

7,707 $

1,740
2,940
100
600
240
100
500
400

Spir Retr/Worship-Focused Trng

$
$
$
$
$

4,710 $
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

Music Piano/Organ Maint
Music Instrumentalists
Music Library Expenses
AV supplies for taping

$

464
402
2,039
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Worship & Music

$
$
$
$

450
431
3,000
100

Lay Ministry
Covenant Group Operations
Caring Congregation
Volunteer Service Network

Total Financial & Human Res
$
$
Welcoming Cong Coord Cmte
$
SJAT Administrative Expenses
Brown Youth Social Justice Training
Humanitarian Emergency Response Fund
Sunday's Bread
Books for Chelsea
Gun Violence Prevention Group
Environmental Justice Task Force
Income Inequality / Lex Eat
Urban Ministry
$
NOLA / Rebuilding Communities
$
Interfaith Garden
$
Partner Church
$
Kiva Microbanking initiative
$
Outside initiative - UU Mass Action
$
New initiatives / New projects
$
Immigration as a Moral Issue
$
Follen Responds to Racism

6-5060 Human Resources
6-5750 Trustees / Legacy Society
6-5150
6-5541
6-5542
6-5544
6-5545
6-5546
6-5547
6-5548
6-5549
6-5552
6-5553
6-5554
6-5555
6-5556
6-5557
6-5558
6-5559
6-5560
6-5600
6-5605
6-5606
6-5610
6-5611
6-5615
6-5616
6-5617
6-5618
6-5620
6-5625
6-5780
6-5785

Updated 5/16/17

Acct #
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6-5790 Support Groups/Elderly Parents Group
6-5795 Programs and Resources
Total Pastoral Care

Follen Church FY18 Proposed Budget

300 $
2,000 $
400

4,050

300
2,000

2017-18 Proposed Notes

300 $
600 $
400 $

4,050 $

FY17 Mod
11/16 & 4/17

169 $
$
- $

4,283 $

2015-16
Actual

$

- $

4,150 $

2014-15
Actual

325 $

2,905 $

2013-14
Actual

$
400

$
400 $

6-5850 Lay Leadership Training
- $

300
4,550 new

- $

1,300 new
750

325 $

6,900

$

$
350 $
2,000
500
9,300

42,810

Total Nominating Committee

12,450 $

56,100
5,610

300 $
$

47,680 $

21,600
8,260
1,800

196 $

483 $

50,417 $
4,400 $

93,370

863 $

1,168 $

26,199 $

18,114 $
6,882 $
1,500 $
500

283 $

45,191 $

55,203 $
- $

81,813 $

$

$
$

4,904
17,758 $
5,676 $
$
420 $

Miscellaneous Other
6-5650 Parish Board/Program Council
6-5651 Property Tax Expense

589 $

$
$
$

83,961 $

22,765
5,900
6,944
33,853
3,300

305 $

35,606 $

420 $

72,762

306 $

$

52,099
390
4,737
17,153
5,096

82,514 $

$
$
$
$
$

$

Total Miscellaneous Other
$

520 $

20,857
9,155
6,161
25,261
3,150

Safe Congregation Expenses
Staff retreat / Staff Resources
H. Collins-Gilpatrick Ordination
General Assembly Financial Aid
Capital Campaign Exploratory Cmte
Total Other AT's, Nom Com & Misc
$
$
$
$
$
$

79,995 $

64,584 $

$
$
$
$
$

54,704
4,808
17,410
5,172

$

$

20,505
13,849
5,254
27,877
2,901

26,465
- now included with UUA - NER pledge
450

$
$
$
$
$
$

Music
Director of Music Salary
Director of Music Expenses
Ass't to the Music Director
Junior Choir Director
Soloists (Four)
Accompanist (Senior, Youth, Jr)
Summer Accompanist
Guest Accompanist

19,265
9,117
2,160
28,908
2,337

70,385
1,700 $

25,359 $
- $
450 $

included with Instrumentalists

Total Music

17,377
5,734
1,971
25,917
2,301

61,787 $

18,120 $
5,738 $
350 $

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

53,300 $

17,220 $
5,453 $
450 $

$
$
$
$
$

Benefits and Payroll Expenses
Social Security & Medicare
Health Insurance
Long-Term Disability and Life Ins
Retirement Plan Contribution
Payroll Service Fees

$

17,520 $
5,548 $
250 $

287 $
$
$
$

6-5652
6-5660
6-5661
6-5662
6-5905

6-6050
6-6060
6-6075
6-6080
6-6085
6-6090
6-6090
6-6090

6-7800
6-7910
6-7920
6-7940
6-7999
Total Benefits/Payroll Expenses

$
$
$

Denominational Affairs
6-9050 UUA-New Eng Reg Pledge
6-9100 Mass Bay District Pledge
6-9160 Urban Ministry & LICA

Updated 5/16/17
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Follen Church FY18 Proposed Budget
2017-18 Proposed Notes
26,915

FY17 Mod
11/16 & 4/17
25,809 $

2015-16
Actual
24,208 $

2014-15
Actual
23,123 $
500

2013-14
Actual
23,318 $
665 $

Acct #
$
1,700 $

Total Denominational Affairs
883 $

Updated 5/16/17

684,821
684,821
0

670 $
642,470 $
642,470 $
(0) $

$
617,755 $
630,467 $
12,712 $

502,123 Staff salaries, benefits, FICA, professional expenses
182,698
73.3%
26.7%

6-1900 Non-budgeted Expenses
527,744 $ 576,515 $
539,799 $ 587,525 $
12,055 $ 11,010 $
472,905 $
169,565 $
73.6%
26.4%

$
$
$
478,421 $
139,334 $
77.4%
22.6%

$402,221
$125,523
76.2%
23.8%

$436,852 $
$139,663 $
75.8%
24.2%

Total Expenses
Total Revenue
Surplus/(Deficit)
Personnel Expense Analysis
Total Personnel costs
Total Non-personnel costs
Personnel costs as % of total exp
Non-pers costs as % of total exp

